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1.1. Challenges in Measuring Marketing Effectiveness

CHAPTER

1 Introduction of Marketing Mix Modeling 3
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Changes in the Objectives of Marketing Effectiveness Measurement

Companies are looking for explanations for media and marketing 
contribution to business results, not reach and awareness metrics.

Indicators that have been measured so far Indicators that currently require explanation

Reach / Reach efficiency

Ad recognition / Recall Rate

Brand recognition rate

Brand image

Purchase intention rate

Number of new acquisitions

WAU / MAU

Sales volume

Sales / Market share

4
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Need for Integrated Decision Making

Decisions must be made based on integrated metrics, such as 
contribution to business results, to maximize marketing effectiveness.

Disparate indicators 
depending on the scope of responsibility

Media Effectiveness
/ Efficiency

Digital Ads /
Owned Media

Brand Recognition
/ Brand Image

Sales Promotion /
Distribution Measures

Advertising
Dept

Digital 
Marketing 

Dept

Brand 
Manager

SP Dept
Sales Dept

Need for integrated decision making

Media 
Effectiveness

/ Efficiency

Digital Ads /
Owned Media

Brand 
Recognition /
Brand Image

Sales Promotion
 / Distribution 

Measures

Business
Results CMO

5
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Expectations for Cookies The Cookie-less Era

Combine TV viewing logs, survey data, and 
POS as well as digital advertising with cookies

Increased protection of personal information 
gradually restricts the use of cookies

Restrictions on Cookie Usage

Cookie* utilization, developed in digital advertising, is a method that can 
measure business contribution, but with the advent of the cookie-less era, the 

scope of its use is narrowing.

Restrictions on the use of third-party 
cookies in browsers since 2017

Restrictions on the use of third-party 
cookies in browsers in late 2024

Measuring User Behavior with Cookies

6

Apple

Google

*Cookie＝3rd party Cookie
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3 Challenges of Measuring Marketing Effectiveness

There is a need for a method that can measure the business contribution of 
media and marketing in a cross-sectional and integrated manner and without 

relying on cookies.

Indicators that currently require 
explanation

Num of new acquisitions

WAU / MAU

Sales volume

Sales / Market share

Need for integrated decision making

Media 
Effectiveness

/ Efficiency

Digital Ads /
Owned Media

Brand 
Recognition /
Brand Image

Sales Promotion
 / Distribution 

Measures

Business
Results CMO

The Cookie-less Era

Increased protection of personal 
information gradually restricts the use of 

cookies

Restrictions on the use of third-party 
cookies in browsers since 2017

Restrictions on the use of third-party 
cookies in browsers in late 2024

7
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1.2. Marketing Mix Modeling Overview

8
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Overview of MMM

MMM is a method for statistically estimating the business contribution 
of media and marketing activities without relying on cookies.

MMM can statistically estimate marketing effectiveness 
without relying on cookies

MMM can estimate the effectiveness of various media, 
marketing activities, and external factors as well as digital 
advertising

MMM can estimate marketing effectiveness in terms of 
business contribution such as number of acquisitions, sales 
volume and sales

▼Conceptual Diagram of MMM ▼Benefits of using MMM

9
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Overview of MMM Model Building Process

In MMM, we collect and process data that measures consumer behavior and 
psychology and expresses the relationship between media/marketing 

activities and business results.

10

Model Structure 
Hypothesis

Domain knowledge of consumer 
purchasing behavior

Purc
haseConsiderationInterestAwareness Repeat Fan

TV

Digital Video
Search

Display Ads

Purchase
Repeat 

Purchase

CRM

Conceptual
Model

Mathematical
Model
(MMM)

Actual
Purchase
Behavior

y = a1x1 + a2x2 ...+ anxn + b

Data collection and 
cleansing

Measurement data, survey data, 
open data, etc

Modeling
Parameter estimation based on 

model structure hypothesis

y
x1

x3

x4

x2
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Benefits of Using MMM

MMM enables you to diagnose, predict and prescribe media and 
marketing activities based on business contribution.

What, how much, and how are the media and 
marketing activities contributing to the business?

Understanding Marketing Effectiveness
We can understand the contribution of each factor to 
business results across

Budget Allocation Optimization
We can calculate the necessary costs and efficient budget 
allocation for targeted business results

Are marketing and media budget allocations 
reasonable?

Business Results Simulation
We can simulate the business results of the new marketing 
strategy and media plan

What evidence supports future marketing strategies 
and media plans?

1.

2.

3.

11
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Examples of MMM Outputs

Understanding Marketing Effectiveness
We can understand the contribution of each factor to 
business results across

Budget Allocation Optimization
We can calculate the necessary costs and efficient 
budget allocation for targeted business results

Business Results Simulation
We can simulate the business results of the new 
marketing strategy and media plan

What, how much, and how are the media and 
marketing activities contributing to the business?

Are marketing and media budget allocations 
reasonable?

What evidence supports future marketing 
strategies and media plans?1. 2. 3.

12

▼Estimated contribution of media and marketing activities

TV
OOH
Magazine
Digital Video

Sales VolumeEstimated contribution of 
media and marketing activities

Sales Volume (actual)

Time

Sales Volume

▼Cost-effectiveness of media and marketing activities

▼Elasticity of each media investment to business contribution

Sales Volume

Investment (week)

▼ Optimal budget allocation to targeted goals

▼Media plans and Business Results Simulation

Media plan A(first thicker) Media Plan B(almost flat)

Media Plan A (pred)

Media Plan B (pred)

Sales 
Volume

Business Results Simulation

1 2 3 4 5 Month

TV

Digital

OOH

Newspaper
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1.3. Background of Renewed Interest in MMM

Introduction of Marketing Mix Modeling 13
CHAPTER

1
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Expectations for Cookie｜Online Attribution Analysis

In digital ads, cookies make it possible to measure the path from the 1st contact to 
the point of purchase and calculate the contribution of each media contact.

1st Touch Last Touch CVMid Touch▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶

14

TV Digital Video Search Display
(Retargeting)

On/Offline 
Purchase

TV Digital Video Search Display
(Retargeting)

Online
Purchase

TV Digital Video Search Display
(Retargeting)

Online
Purchase

Actual purchasing 
behavior

Last touch base
CV Measurement

Online Attribution
Analysis

Media measurement 
just before CV with 

cookies

Cross-media 
measurement through 
3PAS or/and platform
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Expectations for Cookie｜Multi Touch Attribution Analysis (MTA)

With the penetration of smart TVs and electronic payment, offline contact points are 
also combined with data. It is now possible to analyze the path from advertising 

contact to purchase through on-offline integration.

TV Digital Video Search Display
(Retargeting)

Online
Purchase

TV Digital Video Search Display
(Retargeting)

Offline
Purchase

Multi Touch
Attribution Analysis

(MTA)

Digitization of
 offline media

IDPOS and electronic 
payment to combine 

purchase data
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1st Touch Last Touch CVMid Touch▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶

TV Digital Video Search Display
(Retargeting)

On/Offline 
Purchase

TV Digital Video Search Display
(Retargeting)

Online
Purchase

TV Digital Video Search Display
(Retargeting)

Online
Purchase

Actual purchasing 
behavior

Last touch base
CV Measurement

Online Attribution
Analysis

Media measurement 
just before CV with 

cookies

Cross-media 
measurement through 
3PAS or/and platform
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Expansion of MTA Utilization Possibilities (from Online Sales to Offline Sales)

Thus, there were high expectations that the method of measuring 
effectiveness using cookies could be extended to products purchased 

primarily offline.

Online Sales

Digital > TV

Online Sales + In-house Channels
(Hybrid of own e-commerce site, CC, and store)

Store sales via distribution
(CVS, DS, GMS, etc.)

Digital < TV TV and distribution measures

Consumer goods
(beverages, food, daily necessities, etc.)

Home appliances
(*Sales via mass merchandisers)

Durable goods
(automobiles, digital appliances, etc.)
Services (telecom, insurance, etc.)

Some consumer goods (*Owned media and CDP available)

EC Sites
Apps

Digital Service

Sales 
Channels

Media

Applicable
type of 
industry

Available
data View/Click thru

Path Data
(3PAS / 

Platform)

Multi-touch Attribution (MTA)

Offline Media Digitization
(Smart TV and Digital Signage)

Survey Data
Aggregate Data

Purchase Data Combination
(IDPOS and electronic payment)

Expansion of cookie utilization (cookies, device ID, PII, etc.)

Conventional 
Aggregate Report

16
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Emergence of Hurdles to MTA Utilization 17

However, due to causes such as cookie restrictions and low EC rate, data 
merging has not been fully realized, and the scope of MTA utilization is 

currently limited.

Cookie Restrictions Walled-Gardenization Low EC Rate

 66%

Japan

28%＞

World Avg

▼iPhone Market Share in Japan *1

Closed data utilization environment per 
Platform development is progressing

Cookie restrictions are already having a 
large impact, especially in Japan.

In some categories, the EC rate remains 
below 10%.

▼Cookie Regulation Trends

category 2021

Product Sales Average 8.8%

Books, Video, Music 46.2%

Home appliances, AV / PC 38.1%

Lifestyle & Interior 28.3%

Apparel 21.2%

Cosmetics 7.5%

Food, Beverage & Alcohol 3.8%

Automobiles & Motorcycles 3.9%

Other 2.0%

▼EC rate by category *2

Restrictions on the use of third-party 
cookies in browsers since 2017

Restrictions on the use of third-party 
cookies in browsers in late 2024

Media 
Platform

B

Media 
Platform

A

Media 
Platform

C

*1: statcounter　*2: The Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI), "FY2021 E-Commerce Market Survey" (2021)

Apple

Google
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Survey Data / Aggregate Data

View/Click thru
Path Data

(3PAS / Platform)
Offline Media Digitization

(Smart TV and Digital Signage) Purchase Data Combination
(IDPOS and electronic payment)

Marketing Mix Modeling (MMM)

Utilize aggregate data from both online and offline data

Cookie availability is narrowing.
Use of survey and aggregate data is 
important.

Online Sales

Digital > TV

Online Sales + In-house Channels
(Hybrid of own e-commerce site, CC, and store)

Store sales via distribution
(CVS, DS, GMS, etc.)

Digital < TV TV and distribution measures

Consumer goods
(beverages, food, daily necessities, etc.)

Home appliances
(*Sales via mass merchandisers)

Durable goods
(automobiles, digital appliances, etc.)
Services (telecom, insurance, etc.)

Some consumer goods (*Owned media and CDP available)

EC Sites
Apps

Digital Service

Sales 
Channels

Media

Applicable
type of 
industry

Available
data

Multi-touch Attribution (MTA)
Conventional 

Aggregate Report

Renewed Interest in Marketing Mix Modeling (MMM)

Therefore, MMM, which can estimate the business contribution of marketing 
through on-off integration using aggregate data without relying on cookies, is 

once again attracting attention.

18
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2 Basics of Marketing Mix Modeling
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Typical MMM modeling process

Generally the marketing 
mix modeling process 
consists of data 
selection, data 
cleansing, model 
structure creation, model 
creation, validation and 
utilization.

While some steps are 
consistent with general 
regression models, there 
are MMM specific 
considerations such as 
input data selection, 
response curve 
transformations, adstock 
and the validation of the 
results.

This section will walk you 
through step-by-step 
process and typical 
pitfalls.

2.1.
Data selection

2.2.
Data cleansing

2.3. Model 
structure 
creation

2.4.
Parameter 
estimation

2.5.
Validation

2.6.
Utilization

● List of typical 
input data for 
MMM

● Example of data 
structure

● Necessary 
granularity to get 
actionable 
insights 

● Granularity of 
models

● Rule of thumb in 
data volume

● Missing values

● Outliers

● Data form 
change

● Multicollinearity

● Data scaling

● Most basic model 
structure 
(additive and 
multiplicative 
model)

● Response curve

● Adstock

● Transformation 
order

● Trend and 
seasonality

● Model granularity

● Three primary 
estimation 
methodologies

● Prior knowledge 
application in 
Bayesian 
estimation

● Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo 
(MCMC)

● MCMC 
convergence

● Prediction 
accuracy

● Response curves

● Adstock decay

● ROI (ROAS) 
estimation

● Spend and 
effectiveness 
(incremental 
value) share

● Multiple model 
comparison

● Optimization

● Simulation

Change data, model, and parameter estimation methods according to results

20
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2.1. Data Selection

CHAPTER

2 Basics of Marketing Mix Modeling 21
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Data selection overview 22

KPI (revenue, number of installs etc.)
This slide shows an overview of 
the data selection and 
consolidation process for 
marketing mix modelling . Models 
need to source various data 
across internal and external, and 
online and offline sources

All data needs to be time-series 
data (generally daily or weekly) 
with the same granularity. For 
example, if a modeler wants to 
create a daily level MMM, all the 
data must be daily level. Thus, 
input data granularity constrains 
the model granularity. 

Generally data collection and  
consolidation and its automation (if 
a modeler intends to use the 
model continuously) takes several 
weeks.

Online media investment

Offline media investment

Product metrics

Price and promotion

Competitor activities

Popularity

Others

G
en

er
al

ly,
 w

ee
kl

y 
tim

e 
se

rie
s 

(2
+ 

ye
ar

s)
 d

at
a*

Input data 
for MMM

MMM 
model

D
ata consolidation

M
odel creation

Internal data
External data

LegendData (further detail on the next page)

*: data volume necessary for MMM depends on business

Data selection Data 
cleansing

Model 
structure

Parameter 
estimation Validation Utilization
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MMM models need data across KPI data, media data and control variables 23

KPI (Key Performance 
Indicator) data

Media 
variables

Control 
variables

Independent 
variables

Dependent 
variable

Offline media 
metrics

Online media 
metrics

Product 
metrics

Price and 
promotion

Popularity

Data Description

Revenue, number of conversions, number of active users, 
number of app installs etc.

Advertising spend or GRP of TV, radio, print and OOH

Advertising spend and impressions of digital media by product 
(YouTube, Google Search, Google App Campaign, Facebook, 
TikTok etc.)
Product metrics which may have an impact on the KPI (product 
update, app/web user ratings, consumer surveys etc.)
Promotional data (price, promotion amount, promotion type, 
discount amount, in-store display type, inventory availability 
etc.) and event/trade show schedule

Data describing trends of the modeled product (number of 
hashtags, Google Trends Index,  app rankings etc.)

Competitors’ 
activities

Data regarding competitors (promotions, new product launches, 
media activity, user ratings, app rankings etc.) 

G
enerally, w

eekly and 2+ years data*

Others Macroeconomic data (e.g. GDP growth rate, Covid-19 
infections etc.), seasonality (holidays, weather) etc.

Example data source

Internal data

Internal and media 
agency’s database

Each media’s API, ads 
manager etc.

Internal data, app 
platform site etc.

Internal data, retail 
data etc.

Each media’s interface

Competitors’ website, 
app platform sites etc.

Public data sources

*: data volume necessary for MMM depends on business

Data selection Data 
cleansing

Model 
structure

Parameter 
estimation Validation Utilization
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KPI selection is another important factor to determine the most suitable model 24

D
iff
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m

e 
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p 
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m
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A modeler needs to select 
appropriate KPI(s) in the 
model, generally intermediate 
variables such as brand 
search volume, number of 
purchases or final result KPIs 
such as purchase amount or 
LTV are selected. 
However, if deeper funnel 
KPIs (e.g., LTV) are selected, 
it is more difficult to create the 
MMMs because there are 
factors not available or 
quantifiable (e.g., skills of 
sales workforce). Hence, a 
modeler may need to 
compromise the KPI selection 
(e.g., select an intermediary 
variable such as search 
volume) as the KPI to avoid 
the data availability issue.

Purchase amount

Number of website 
registration

Search volume

First touch point
(ads etc.)

Continuous purchase 
amount (e.g., LTV)

Example KPIs
in customer path
(e.g., insurance)

Example factors which 
may have an impact on 

the KPI
(not exhaustive)

(On top of the above) Skills of 
sales workforce, AI chatbot 
performance

Website/app interface, ads, 
word of mouth, touch points 
with comparison website

Seasonality, macroeconomic 
factors, word of mouth, 
competitors’ activities, ads

(On top of the above) Product 
performance, customer 
satisfaction, insurance 
premiums

Small

Large

Zero

Potential issues in data
(not exhaustive)

Almost all additional data may not be 
quantifiable (e.g., skills of sales workforce 
such as call centers)

Some data may not be available (touch 
points with comparison site) or quantifiable 
(website /app interface)

Some data may not be available (e.g., 
competitors’ activities)

Some data may not be available (e.g., 
some customers may not answer customer 
satisfaction questionnaire)

Relatively
easy

Difficult

KPI selection and 
model creation 

difficulty

Data selection Data 
cleansing

Model 
structure

Parameter 
estimation Validation Utilization
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Spend, impressions or clicks for media variables? 25

Spend

Option for 
media 

variables
Description

● Use each media’s spend as the media variable in the MMM 
model

Impressions

Reach and 
frequency

● Use each media’s number of exposed ad impressions as 
media variable in the MMM model

● Coefficients of the models are calculated as incremental KPI 
(e.g., revenue)  per impression

● Example variants: viewable impressions, GRP (for TV)

General evaluation

● Not recommended: spend amount does not describe how 
many ad impressions are exposed to media users.

● Recommended: impression is generally a good choice to 
describe ads exposure regardless of the path (see ads -> 
offline purchase, see ads -> click -> purchase etc.).

● For YouTube, co-viewed impression is a consideration. 
However, the methodology is in development.

● Use the number of people ads reached and the average 
frequency of exposure

● Coefficients of the models are calculated as incremental KPI 
(e.g., revenue) per reach and frequency

● Challenging: while reach and frequency of ads is a valid 
indicator to describe the ads’ effectiveness, calculating 
reach and frequency across different campaigns may not be 
possible due to lack of individual level data. 

Clicks

● Use each media’s attributed number of clicks (number of 
clicks after seeing ads) as media variable in the MMM 
model

● Coefficients of the models are calculated as incremental KPI 
(e.g., revenue) per acquired click

● Recommended in limited situations: clicks cannot 
describe the effect of views (i.e., people see an ad but do 
not click on it and go on to purchase the products). Search 
campaigns to attract users to a branding website may be a 
exception to use clicks as a variable.

Views

● Use each media’s number of views (e.g., number of views 
with length more than 3 seconds), as media variable in the 
MMM model

● Coefficients of the models are calculated as incremental KPI 
(e.g., revenue) per acquired view

● Not recommended: views may not be appropriate to 
describe some situations such as short video formats (e.g, < 
3 secs). Also, definition of “view” may be different by media. 
Thus, collecting apples-to-apples data across media may be 
difficult.

One typical question in 
the data selection is how 
to select metrics for 
media variables. 

While media spend 
amounts have been 
utilised for conventional 
MMMs in decades gone 
by, they are not 
necessarily appropriate 
for MMM models which 
include digital media.

Generally impressions 
are a valid variable to 
describe media 
contribution while the 
potential use of reach 
and frequency data is a 
topic for ongoing 
research.

Data selection Data 
cleansing

Model 
structure

Parameter 
estimation Validation Utilization
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Example MMM input data (consolidated data) 26

Date: Daily 
data for daily 
level MMM. 
Weekly data 
for weekly 
level MMM.

Media:
● Impressions (clicks) and spend amount data by media. 
● No impression level data (impression, time stamp) is needed.
● Different breakdowns should be considered. (e.g., product breakdown 

(bumper/instream skippable/Masthead)). Please see the next page for 
further detail.

KPI: Revenue amount, 
number of app installs , 
number of active users 
etc.

…

…

Illustrative

Control variables：
● Product metrics
● Price and promotion
● Competitors’ activities
● Popularity
● Macroeconomic data etc.

Data selection Data 
cleansing

Model 
structure

Parameter 
estimation Validation Utilization
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Media granularity best practice 27

To deliver actionable insights, 
media data in MMM input data 
needs to be sufficiently 
granular. 

For example, ROI estimation at 
a high level such as TV and 
total digital is not enough to 
provide actionable insights 
because the model user 
cannot find out improvement 
points in TV and digital 
respectively.

Optimal granularity to deliver 
actionable insights is 
placement level (e.g. Bumper, 
Masthead) or bidding strategy 
level to analyze performance. 
However, high result resolution 
may result in lack of data. 
Rules of thumb for data volume 
are described on the next 
page.

Too high level Not enough Best practice

TV

Digital

Print

OOH

Cinema

Radio

ROI estimation

YouTube

Google
Search 
ads

Facebook

Instagram

GDN

TikTok

ROI estimation

Bumper

Instream 
skippable

Masthead

Manual 
CPC*1, 2

Target 
CPA*1, 2

ROI estimation

Degree of granularity in MMM output Illustrative

*1: Automated solution (e.g., Performance Max on Google) can be treated as is because the advertiser cannot control the ads placement.
*2: For performance campaigns (e.g., Google Search, App Campaign), further breakdown may be recommended. For example, word match type 
(broad match, phrase match and exact match) on Search is worth considering as the consumer behavior depending on the match types may be 
different. For App Campaign, division by device (iOS, Android, connected TV etc. ) may be a consideration as the system efficiency to expose ads 
is different.

Data selection Data 
cleansing

Model 
structure

Parameter 
estimation Validation Utilization
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Rules of thumb in total data volume 28

Number of columns

N
um

be
r o

f r
ow

s

…

While the necessary data volume for MMM model depends on the situation, number of rows (dates) per parameter in an MMM model is an indicator to 
sense whether the data volume is enough or not. If a modeler use 20 parameters and 100 days or weeks of data to create an MMM model, number of 
rows per parameter = 100 / 20 = 5. More exactly, degrees of freedom is an indicator to consider the sample size. In the above example, the degrees of 
freedom are 100-20 = 80 and the degrees of freedom per parameter are 80/20 = 4. This effectively means using 4 samples to estimate each parameters. 
Generally speaking, 4 samples to estimate a parameter may not be enough. 

If the data volume is not enough for an MMM model, the modeler needs to reduce number of parameters in the model to ensure enough sample size per 
parameter, or consider increasing number of days or weeks, or improve the data granularity from national level to geo unit level or sub brand level 
(p.56-57). 

Illustrative
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Rules of thumb in media data volume 29

Example media spend

Sp
en

d 
am

ou
nt

 o
r i

m
pr

es
si

on
s

Time (by week)

MMM model may not be able to include OOH (orange) and print 
(green) in the model due to the small spend size

TV
Another consideration in terms of data volume is 
media data volume. 

Flight time skewness: in media investment, some 
media investments may be skewed to specific 
seasons such as Christmas. For those media, the 
number of samples is effectively limited and it may not 
be easy to estimate model parameters for the media. 

Investment volume: total investment volume is also 
an indicator of media data volume. It is difficult for an 
MMM model to detect the contribution of media with 
very small investment. Data consolidation of media 
with small investment would be recommended (p.39). 

Target audience size: KPI (e.g., revenue) increase 
driven by digital media targeting a narrow audience is 
also limited and it may not be possible for a MMM 
model to detect such contribution. Data consolidation 
of media with only narrow targeting may be needed. 

OOH
Print
YouTube
Search

Illustrative
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2.2. Data Cleansing
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Missing values in MMMs 31

After the data selection 
described in the previous 
pages, a modeler 
proceeds with data 
cleansing. 

Firstly, missing values 
could be a significant 
problem in MMM. The 
modeler needs to check 
whether the missing 
values exist in the MMM 
input data and identify 
potential cause of the 
missing values.

Generally, missing 
values need to be 
imputed before starting 
the modeling. The next 
page describes general 
approach to impute 
missing values.

Example of missing values Why do missing values exist?
(typical reasons)

……

Missing values are a significant problem in data science because 
statistical analysis packages return errors for data that has 
missing values

Effectively 
zero

Lack of 
granularity

Systematic 
or human 

error

Data does not exist 
because there were no 
campaigns or events

Data does not exist due to 
lack of data granularity 
(e.g., TV has only weekly 
level data vs. digital which 
has daily level data)

Data does not exist 
because of systematic or 
human error (e.g., 
expiration of the data 
retention period, system 
crash etc.)

Illustrative

Missing values
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How to handle missing values 32

Type

Effectively 
zero

Lack of 
granularity

Systematic 
or human 

error

Direction

Imputation 
with zero

Choose 
imputation

method

Typical imputation 
method*1

S
im

pl
e 

im
pu

ta
tio

n

Multiple imputation*2

Average imputation

R
eg

re
ss

io
n 

im
pu

ta
tio

n

Normal 
regression

Stochastic 
regression 

imputation*2

Description

Assign the mean (or median) 
to missing values (e.g., adjust 
values from the same period in 
the previous year by the 
demand ratio, etc.)

Create a regression model 
(dependent variable: a variable 
which includes missing values, 
independent variables: others)

Add random errors to the 
above

Create multiple dataset with 
stochastic regression 
imputation and create 
models then consolidate 
the model results

*1:Takahiro Hoshino. (2016). Statistical science of missing data. *2: Whether those method are successful or not is dependent on whether regression models for imputation are equivalent to or part of 
the true model.

Pros

Easiest

Easier

Avoidance of 
underestimating 
variance of 
independent 
variables

Cons

Underestimation of 
variance of 
independent 
variables by 
assigning same 
values or values on 
a single regression 
line

Dependency on the 
imputation order if 
there are multiple 
variables that have 
missing values

On top of the above, 
relatively long 
computation time

Stochastic regression or multiple imputation are realistic options
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Outliers in MMMs 33

Secondly, after imputation 
of missing values, 
checking outliers is the 
next step.

While a modeler can 
choose an appropriate 
way to detect outliers 
(e.g., Modified 
Stahel-Donoho), an 
important consideration 
regarding outliers in 
MMM is identification of 
reasons for the outliners 
to consider if other 
variables should be 
included in the model. 

Typical examples are 
holiday or event flag 
which may have an 
impact on revenue of 
your business.

Example of outliers in time series data Outliers check before modeling

Check data 
input 

accuracy

Check 
scheduled 

event 
existence

If the data set is manually created, there 
may be errors in the data input process. If 
so, it should be revised

Check 
sudden 
event 

existence

Whether primary 
scheduled events (e.g., 
marketing events, new 
brand launches, 
holidays) are included 
in the data or not

Whether sudden 
events (e.g., Covid-19 
infection jump, 
disaster, competitors’ 
actions) are included in 
the data or not

Outliers of each variable in an MMM should be 
recognised upfront by MMM modelers and the 
stakeholders for the contextual check of models 
in “output check” section.

If variables to 
describe 
scheduled and 
sudden event 
are not 
included in the 
model, 
additional 
variables 
should be 
added to the 
input data.*

Illustrative

Time

R
ev

en
ue

*: Increasing number of parameters may affect quality of models.
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Data form change 34

After checking data 
volume, missing values 
and outliers, data form 
change may be needed 
for categorical or 
character variables.

Typically some control 
variables may be 
categorical or character 
form which cannot be 
handled in an MMM 
model.

Those should be 
converted into numerical 
or binary variables to 
quantify the impact on 
the KPI in the MMM 
model.

Categorical variable -> binary variables Character variable -> binary/numerical variables
Categorical variable should be transformed to binary 
variables

Character variable should be transformed to numerical 
and/or binary variables

…
…

…
…

…
…

…
…

Typically some control variables such as marketing events, 
holiday, weather etc. may be categorical variables. Those 
should be converted into binary variables.

Sometimes categorical variables may be ordinal (e.g., 
popularity ranking) and should not be changed to binary 
variables.

Typically promotion meta data may be a character variable 
(text format). The data should be divided into discount 
amount, item category, form of campaign (e.g., absolute 
discount, percentage discount, buy 1 get 1 free etc.) and 
frequency. Also, promotion part should be modeled 
appropriately by promotion type, category etc.

Typical data form change in MMMs
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Introduction of multicollinearity 35

A simplified example*1:

Time (week)

Time (week)

R
ev

en
ue

Im
pr

es
si

on
s

Regression Result

● Coefficient of media B 
impressions is negative

● In other words, the more 
investment in media B, 
the less revenue

Is this true?

Another potential pitfall in MMMs 
is multicollinearity among 
independent variables which may 
lead to in errors in the estimation.

In the example on the right, the 
regression model has impressions 
of three media respectively as 
independent variables. 

However, estimation result in 
coefficient of a media which is 
confusing. Though generally 
media investment (advertising) 
has a positive impact on revenue, 
the coefficient of media B is 
negative. The model suggests that 
more investment on media B 
leads to less revenue. The model 
is inconsistent with our 
understanding  of media 
investment. 

Illustrative

*1:This model is too simple to describe actual situations and just to explain multicollinearity example.
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Mechanism of multicollinearity 36

M
ed

ia
 A

 
im

pr
es

si
on

M
ed

ia
 B

im
pr

es
si

on
M

ed
ia

 C
 

im
pr

es
si

on
R

ev
en

ue

Media A 
impression

Media B 
impression

Media C 
impression Revenue

There are strong correlations (e.g., correlation 
coefficient > 0.9) between weekly impressions of 
media A, B and C

Issue

In other words, when spend on media A, B or C 
increases, spend on the other media increases

As a result, the model cannot identify which media 
contributed to the revenue increase 

Negative coefficient of media B implies 
mathematical instability of the model

Generally if there is strong correlation (e.g., 
correlation coefficient  >0.9) among media in 
weekly/daily investment, the model is not 
accurate

The right chart shows scatter 
plots between media variables 
(media A, B and C) to 
understand the mechanism of 
multicollinearity. 

There are strong correlations 
(e.g., correlation coefficient  > 
0.9) between media A and B, A 
and C and B and C 
respectively.

The regression model cannot 
detect contribution of media A, 
B and C separately. The 
coefficients are determined 
inappropriately. 

In the next page, one of the 
indicators to detect 
multicollinearity is introduced.

Illustrative
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How to detect multicollinearity 37

Example regression:

Regression among variables
Multiple 

correlation 
coefficient

VIF 
(Variance 
Inflation 
Factor)

VIF value

97.3

20.5

131.4

Generally variables which have VIF > 10 need to be 
“merged”, “removed” or “divided”* (please see the 
next page)

To detect multicollinearity, VIF 
(Variance Inflation Factor) can 
be utilised. VIF is calculated 
from a multiple correlation 
coefficient between one 
independent variable and the 
other independent variables. 

Generally VIF = 10* is a 
threshold equivalent to 0.9 or 
-0.9 in the multiple correlation 
coefficients. 

How to handle the 
multicollinearity is described 
in the next page. While some 
methods (e.g., ridge 
regression) can avoid 
overfitting problems due to 
multicollinearity, data 
structure change is typically 
needed for inference 
problems such as MMM.

*: O'Brien, Robert. (2007). A Caution Regarding Rules of Thumb for Variance Inflation Factors. Quality & Quantity. 41. 673-690. 10.1007/s11135-006-9018-6
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How to fix multicollinearity

Option

Merge

Remove

Divide

How it works Pros

● Less data loss 
compared to 
“remove”

Cons
Media A 

impressions

Media B 
impressions

Media C 
impressions

Revenue
Total 

impressions
(media A, B 

and C)S
tro

ng
 

co
rr

el
at

io
n

Revenue

Media A 
impressions

Media B 
impressions

Media C 
impressions

Revenue

S
tro

ng
 

co
rr

el
at

io
n

Media A 
impressions

Media B 
impressions

Media C 
impressions

Revenue

S
tro

ng
 

co
rr

el
at

io
n

Media A 
impressions

Revenue

Media A
Media B
Media C

Revenue

Media A
Media B
Media C

Revenue

:

Audience A

Audience B
W

ea
k 

co
rr

el
at

io
n

● Some variables 
difficult to combine 
(e.g., temperature 
+ media spend)

● Less data 
granularity

● Straightforward

● Data loss
● Exclusion of some 

variables
● Misattribution of 

KPI to remaining 
variables

● No data loss

● Model complexity
● Data availability at 

segment level 
(e.g., TV spend by 
audience segment 
is not available)

While “divide” is the best option, the feasibility 
depends on data availability. In some 
categories (e.g., tech), it may not be possible. 
Intervention may be also possible depending 
on the situation (p.127).

Combine 
variables which 
have 
multicollinearity

Remove 
variables which 
have 
multicollinearity

Divide the 
model by 
segment (e.g., 
audience, 
region etc.)

Description

38
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Data Scaling (normalization) 39

The next step in data 
cleansing is data 
scaling. 

Data scaling (or data 
normalisation) is 
necessary to account 
for multiple variables 
which have different 
scales. To keep 
variables positive in 
MMM following 
normalisation, mean 
scaling is an effective 
option because almost 
variables in MMMs take 
positive values (e.g., 
media impressions 
should be positive 
value).

Further data 
transformations (e.g, 
logarithm, adstock) are 
discussed in the next 
section.

After 
scaling
When to 

use?

Why is data scaling needed?

● Differently scaled variables are not 
comparable after MMM model 
creation

● Variables with large units may 
adversely affect the estimation of 
model parameters

Typical data scaling (normalisation) options

Min-max Mean StandardisationOption

W
ee

kl
y 

Se
ar

ch
 n

um
be

r o
f c

lic
ks

Search

W
ee

kl
y 

TV
 s

pe
nd

 a
m

ou
nt

TV

min=0, max=1 mean=1 mean=0, std=1

Clear interval exists in 
variables

MMM
(sales, media spend >= 0) Others

SearchTV SearchTV SearchTV

Mean MeanMedian

75 percentile 

25 percentile 

5 percentile 

95 percentile 
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This section focuses on basic model structures may not be suitable for actual situations. Please read chapter 3 for the considerations.

2.3. Creating Model Structure

Basics of Marketing Mix Modeling 40
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Summary of a MMM model structure 41

(B) Adstock transformation

(A) Response curve transformation

Do the transformations for all media 
then sum

(C) Trend 
model

(C) Seasonality 
model

Intercept 
(bias)

Other variables 
(control variables) 

model*2

Random
noise

In this section, the 
primary elements of a 
basic MMM are 
explained. 

While an MMM is a 
regression model, there 
are elements specific to 
this application. The 
model consists of A) 
response curve 
transformation, B) 
adstock transformation, 
and C) trend and 
seasonality and other 
variables.

Complex structures such 
as multi-layer models are 
described in CHAPTER 
3. This section focuses 
on unique elements of a 
MMM model compared to 
linear regression models.

An example of an additive MMM model*1

*1: This model may be too simple to describe actual situations and is to explain basic features in a MMM model. 
*2: While the detail is not described in this guidebook, other variables should be modeled appropriately. For example, revenue response to price discount is different depending on the discount 
percentage, item and timing and the response may not be linear.
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*1: These models may be too simple to describe actual situations and is to explain basic features in a MMM model. 

Additive or multiplicative model 42

Additive 
model

Multiplicative 
model

Effect of media investment Effect of other variablesBias
(intercept)

Bias
(intercept)

Effect of media 
investment

Effect of other 
variables

Multiplicative model has a same structure with additive 
model except for “log” of revenue and variables.

Comparison between an additive model and multiplicative model
(Response curve and adstock are disregarded for the sake of simplicity*1)

⇆

Before a deep dive into an 
explanation of MMM elements, 
a modeler needs to understand 
the difference between an 
additive and multiplicative 
structure.

An additive model separates 
the effect of each media and 
other variables. On the other 
hand, a multiplicative model 
treats the effects dependently 
other because of the 
multiplicative structure.

While a multiplicative model 
can be converted to an additive 
model by taking the logarithm 
on both side of the equation, 
interpretation of the model 
result is different. The next two 
pages explain the difference.
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Difference between an additive and multiplicative model 43

Additive 
model

Multiplicative 
model

Example scenario: double TV budget and SEM (Search Engine Marketing) 
budget respectively (from 1mn to 2mn impressions)*1,2

Before

After

Incremental
contribution

R
ev

en
ue

 
co

nt
rib

ut
io

n

Before

After

Incremental
contribution

R
ev

en
ue

 
co

nt
rib

ut
io

n

1M x 0.7 = 0.7M

2M x 0.7 = 1.4M

1.4M - 0.7M = 0.7M

1M x 0.8 = 0.8M

2M x 0.8 = 1.6M

1.6M - 0.8M = 0.8M

(Other factors) * (1M^0.7) * (1M^0.8)

(Other factors) * (2M^0.7) * (2M^0.8)

(Other factors) * (2M^0.7) * (2M^0.8) 
- (Other factors) * (1M^0.7) * (1M^0.8)

In an additive model, 
each media 
contribution is 
identifiable.

In multiplicative model, 
each media 
contribution is 
dependent on other 
factors (“synergy 
effect”).

The example on the right 
shows an interpretation 
difference between an 
additive and multiplicative 
model.

When advertising 
impressions on media 
increase from 1 million to 
2 million, the incremental 
revenue can be 
calculated by media in an 
additive model.

On the other hand, the 
effect estimation of each 
media is inseparable in a 
multiplicative model. 
Dependency among 
media is described in the 
model.

*1: These models may be too simple to describe actual situations and is to explain basic features in a MMM model. The detail is discussed in CHAPTER 3. *2: In digital advertising, for example, when 
impressions are doubled, CPM increases and the budget may more than double. Although a model should be created that takes into account changes in CPM according to budget, CPM is usually 
assumed to be constant due to a combination of the number of samples and the number of parameters.
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*For multiplicative model, while incremental revenue of a media depends on other factors, the diminishing return effect is applied for each media response curve.

(A) Overview of response curve transformation 44

Additive 
model*

Media investment (impression)

In
cr

em
en

ta
l r

ev
en

ue
*

Media investment (impression)

In
cr

em
en

ta
l r

ev
en

ue
*

Media reach to users 
and the number of 

times an ad is 
contacted (frequency) 
will decrease, media's 

investment in 
advertising should 

diminish

Response curve modelLinear model

A
dj

us
tm

en
t i

s 
ne

ed
ed

Response curve 
transformation is one of the 
important elements in 
MMM to describe the 
saturation of media 
investment.

The linear structure in an 
ordinary linear regression 
model assumes infinite 
revenue growth is possible 
by increasing media 
investment. However, in 
reality the potential effect of 
media investment is limited 
due to limits of the number 
of users,  number of 
impressions and frequency 
of the ads on a media. To 
describe this situation, 
response curve 
transformation is needed 
as shown in the next page.

More media 
investment, more 

revenue without any 
limit. This is wrong
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Typical response curves 45

Example:

Concave curve S-Shaped curve

Media investment (impression)

In
cr

em
en

ta
l r

ev
en

ue

Initial impressions have larger 
impact on the revenue because 

(digital) ads tend to be exposed to 
those who want to buy a product

The effectiveness is 
saturated in the later 

phase because of 
saturation of reach and 

frequency of ads

Media investment (impression)

In
cr

em
en

ta
l r

ev
en

ue Initial 
impressions have 
smaller impact on 
the revenue due 

to lack of the 
awareness

Impressions in the middle 
range are more effective 

than the initial impressions

The effectiveness is 
saturated in the latter 

phase because of 
saturation of reach and 

frequency of ads

Example:
Hill 

function
Scale

The typical response curve 
shape is a concave curve 
or S-shape curve. 

For a concave curve, the 
exponential function is 
used to describe the 
saturation of the media 
investment. 

For an S-shaped curve, a 
hill function is used to show 
a slow rise in the initial 
phase of investment.

The next page shows that 
a hill function has flexible 
features to model different 
shapes.
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*: In practice, the modeler may introduce constraints on the parameters K and S to avoid extremely steep response curves. This is because if S is too large, the response curve may become too steep 
and the algorithm for optimization (p.80) may not work well.

Characteristics of a hill function 46

Higher slope (s), steeper slope
Higher half saturation (k), slower saturation*

Normalised media investment
(impression)

N
or

m
al

is
ed

 In
cr

em
en

ta
l r

ev
en

ue
(w

ith
ou

t s
ca

le
 b

et
a)

Half 
saturation K Slope S

A typical hill function curve has 
two parameters. 

Half saturation: this parameter 
determines the point of the 
“half saturation”. 

Slope: this parameter 
determines the pitch of the 
curve.

By using the above two 
parameters, primary features 
can be described. 

Convergence: the example 
curve converges to 1 when x is 
infinite. 

Half saturation: when the 
media investment x is equal to 
the half saturation parameter, 
the function = 1/2.

Media 
investment

(impressions)
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Definition of key metrics on the curve 47

Too
small

Saturation
(ROI decrease)

Investment
Optimal

zone

M
ar

gi
na

l R
O

I

R
O

I

Response Curve Marginal ROI Curve ROI Curve

Marginal ROI

The gradient of the tangent
of the response curve.

It can be thought of as the 
“speed of revenue increase by 

further spend on a media”

ROI (ROAS)

Gradient of a line that takes the 
origin and a point 

on the response curve

Incremental revenue 
media investment (spend)

Max
marginal 

ROI

Max
ROI

N
or

m
al

is
ed

 In
cr

em
en

ta
l r

ev
en

ue

Based on a response curve,  
key metrics on the curve can 
defined. As the horizontal axis 
is media investment (or 
impressions) and the vertical 
axis is incremental revenue 
driven by the media 
investment, two Return On 
Investment (ROI) related 
metrics are defined.

Marginal ROI (ROAS): which 
effectively means “revenue 
increase from the next 
impression (or one dollar)”. 
Mathematically it is the gradient 
of the tangents of the response 
curve. 

ROI (ROAS): which is the ratio 
of incremental revenue to 
media investment.

Normalised media investment 
(spend)*1

Normalised media investment 
(spend)*1

Normalised media investment 
(spend)*1

While ROI decreases, 
investment in this zone 
may be needed for 
growing companies.

*1: To calculate ROI, modelers need to transform input variable from impression to spend by using average cost per impression after estimating response curves.
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(B) Overview of adstock 48

MMMs assume that each media 
spend has ‘decayed effect’ which 
drives (decreasing) impact over time

Adstock is the accumulated 
‘decayed effect’. Instead of media 
spend itself, MMM models use the 
adstock as an input variable

Another key aspect of MMMs is 
the concept of adstock. 
Adstock is a variable 
transformation to describe 
decay effects in media 
investment. 

For example, if YouTube ads 
are exposed to users today, the 
effect of the ads may continue 
for a couple of weeks, 
depending on the ads’ format 
and creatives. While generally 
video format ads may have a 
long effect compared to static 
images (high decay rate), the 
placement of the ads may also 
impact on the duration.

Based on the above 
assumptions, media variables 
are transformed into adstock 
variables in MMM models.

Attenuation effect on media 
impressions for each week

(Green = media impressions for 
each week, red = residual effect)

Sum of the effects listed on the left
(adstock)
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Typical adstock curves 1/3 49

Geometric adstock

Example formula

E
xa

m
pl

es

High decay 
rate

Medium 
decay
rate

Low decay 
rate

Media spend and the 
adstock in each time Adstock

Media impact 
is based on 
mainly each 
time’s spend 
(impression)

Media impact 
is based on 
mainly 
accumulated 
effect

Long tail

Short tail Latest spend has 
larger impact

Accumulated effect 
has larger impact

Media impression Decay 
parameter
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*: https://github.com/annalectnl/weibull-adstock. PDF: Probability Distribution Function 
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Weibull PDF adstock*

Example*

E
xa

m
pl

es

High decay 
rate

Medium 
decay rate

Low decay 
rate

Media spend and the 
adstock in each time Adstock

Media impact 
is based on 
mainly each 
time’s spend 
(impression)

Media impact 
is based on 
mainly 
accumulated 
effect

Long & flat tail

Short tail Latest spend has 
larger impact

Accumulated effect 
has larger impact

Media spend and the 
adstock in each time Adstock

Media impact 
is based on 
mainly each 
time’s spend 
(impression)

Media impact 
is based on 
mainly 
accumulated 
effect

Short & flat tail

Very short tail Latest spend has 
larger impact

Accumulated effect 
has larger impact

Large decay length (L=10) Small decay length (L=3)

L: Length of decay parameter, l: lag between ads’ exposure and the  time period t

x: Media impression

k: scale parameter
(“decay speed parameter”)

Lambda: shape parameter
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structure
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https://github.com/annalectnl/weibull-adstock
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Carry-over effect*1

*1: Google (2017), Bayesian Methods for Media Mix Modeling with Carryover and Shape Effects
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x: Media impressionw: Weight parameter

Alpha: Decay rate parameter

Theta: Decay delay parameter

L: Length of decay parameter, l: lag between ads’ exposure and the time period t

Without decay delay (theta = 0) With decay delay (theta = 2)*2

Accumulated effect 
has larger impact

*2: the above pattern may happen if an advertiser runs campaigns 
targeting future sales (e.g., campaign in early December to drive Xmas 
sales)
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Example*

E
xa

m
pl

es

High decay 
rate

Medium 
decay rate

Low decay 
rate

Media impact 
is based on 
mainly each 
time’s spend 
(impression)

Media impact 
is based on 
mainly 
accumulated 
effect

Media impact 
is based on 
mainly each 
time’s spend 
(impression)

Media impact 
is based on 
mainly 
accumulated 
effect

Media spend and the 
adstock in each time Adstock Media spend and the 

adstock in each time Adstock

Accumulated effect 
has larger impact

Accumulated effect 
has larger impact

Latest spend has 
larger impact

Long tail

Short tail

Mountain shape
(long tail)

Mountain shape
(short tail)
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Data transformation order 52

Response 
curve then 

adstock

Adstock 
then 

response 
curve

Firstly, transform media investment (impressions) to adstock

Secondly, transform the adstock to incremental effect of the media
by the response curve

Firstly, transform media 
investment (impressions) to 
incremental effect of the 
media by the response curve

Secondly, calculate the stock 
of the effect

“If media spend in each time period is relatively small compared to the cumulative spend across 
multiple time periods, … we would prefer to apply the shape transformation after the adstock 
transformation”*

“if the media spend is heavily concentrated in some single time periods with an on-and-off 
pattern”*

Example (and when to use)The two transformations 
(response curve and 
adstock transformations) 
were introduced in the 
previous pages.

A typical question on the 
transformations is the 
order. There are two 
options: 1) response curve 
then adstock 
transformation and 2) 
adstock then response 
curve transformation.

Yuxue et al.* gives a rule of 
thumb in the choice as 
described on the right.

*: Google (2017), Bayesian Methods for Media Mix Modeling with Carryover and Shape Effects
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(C) Overview of trend and seasonality 53

R
ev
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Tr
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d
S
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so

na
lit

y
R
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id

ua
ls

Decompose

Trend: 
Movements that increase or 
decrease over time driven by 
demand increase or decrease in 
the market.

Definition

Seasonality*2: 
Revenue (or KPI change) due to 
yearly, monthly or weekly 
change. The change is cyclical.

Change due to other factors 
including marketing activities

Trend and seasonality are 
notions in time series models. 
In a time-series model such 
as ARIMA, the dependent 
variable is decomposed into 
trend, seasonality and 
residuals. Depending on the 
time series, other cycles can 
also be considered. 

In MMMs, these elements 
need to be described 
appropriately. 

Primary options are described 
on the next page.

*1: This example data is based on arrival volume of onion in Tokyo wholesale market.
*2: Depending on the model, holiday effect may be also decomposed. Also, there may be different cyclic factors (weekly, monthly, quarterly trend etc.), depending on the situation.

Example*1
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Description of trend and seasonality 54

Trend

Seasonality

Choices of trend and seasonality description

Variables related to overall 
demand in the market like 
macroeconomic factors 
(GDP growth, wage rate) or 
distribution volume of a 
product category 
announced by an industry 
association etc.

Using observed 
variables

Variables to capture the 
spike/dip or cyclical change 
in KPIs during holidays like 
Thanksgiving, Christmas, 
New Year, Back to School, 
Retailer Promotions days 
etc.

Describing unobserved (latent) variables

Degree of seasonality
(higher d means more 

complex curve)

Scale parameter
(higher value means larger 
fluctuation)

Seasonal frequency
(52 for weekly, 365 for daily etc.)

k: Growth 
rate

m: offset
parameter

Example function Example curve shape

Time

Tr
en

d 
(r

ev
en

ue
)

Time

S
ea

so
na

lit
y 

(r
ev

en
ue

)

s s s

Carrying
capacity

There are two options:

Using observed variables: 
create a trend and seasonality 
model with observed 
variables. Market data such as 
macroeconomic data and 
industry level reports (e.g., 
distribution volume of a 
product category announced 
by an industry association) 
may be able to describe the 
trend.

Describing unobserved 
variables: assume specific 
functions for trend and 
seasonality without observed 
data. Also, more flexible 
structure such as Bayesian 
Strucutre Time Series (BSTS) 
can be usilitsed.*1

*1: Google (2015), Inferring causal impact using Bayesian structural time-series models
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Recap on a MMM model structure 55

In this section, specific 
elements in MMM were 
introduced. 

A modeler needs to 
specify each element and 
the order of response 
curve and adstock 
transformations 
depending on the data 
availability and volume in 
the time series data.

Variant models (geo, 
brand and audience 
models) are described on 
the next page. 

Also, further advanced 
models are discussed in 
the next chapter.

*1: This model may be too simple to describe actual situations and is to explain basic features in a MMM model. 
*2: While the detail is not described in this guidebook, other variables should be modeled appropriately. For example, revenue response to price discount is different depending on the discount 
percentage, item and timing and the response may not be linear.

Data selection Data 
cleansing

Model 
structure

Parameter 
estimation Validation Utilization

(B) Adstock transformation

(A) Response curve transformation

Do the transformations for all media 
then sum

(C) Trend 
model

(C) Seasonality 
model

Intercept 
(bias)

Other variables 
(control variables) 

model*2

Random
noise

An example of an additive MMM model*1
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*1: Google (2017), Geo-level Bayesian Hierarchical Media Mix Modeling. *2: While the detail is not described in this guidebook, other variables should be modeled appropriately. For example, revenue 
response to price discount is different depending on the discount percentage, item and timing and the response may not be linear.

A variant model (geo unit level MMM) 56

Create an MMM model at the geographic unit (e.g., prefecture, zip code) level to have geo-level parameters for media 
effectiveness (scale), trend, seasonality and other variables.*1

Geo-level MMM

Situation

Solution

● Relatively short-term data availability (e.g., only 2 years data = 104 data points for each variable).
● On the other hand, a geographical breakdown (e.g., media investment at zip code level) is available.

As a result, data volume to create response curves will increase. That could 
increase the accuracy and stability of the model.
Modelers may need to have different response and adstock curves by areas. For 
example, estimating response and adstock curve separately between cities and 
rural areas may be a consideration because consumer behavior is different.

Example*3
*2
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A variant model (brand or audience level MMM) 57

Create an MMM model at the audience or brand unit level to have audience or brand parameters for media effectiveness (scale), 
trend, seasonality and other variables.*1

Brand or audience level MMM

Situation

Solution

● Media investment effectiveness and efficiency could be significantly different depending on the audience or brand.
● In addition, brand or audience level data is available.

Or combining geo and brand breakdown models is also 
an option.

*1: Google (2017), Geo-level Bayesian Hierarchical Media Mix Modeling
*2: While the detail is not described in this guidebook, other variables should be modeled appropriately. For example, revenue response to price discount is different depending on the discount 
percentage, item and timing and the response may not be linear.

*2

*2
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2.4. Parameter Estimation

Basics of Marketing Mix Modeling 58
CHAPTER

2
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*1: There are ways to add confidence interval in regularisation approach such as bootstrap resampling may be computationally intensive. 

Overview of parameter estimation 59

In parameter estimation for 
MMMs, one of three options is 
typically used.

Ordinary Least Squares: this 
option is similar to ordinary 
multivariate linear regression. 

Regularisation: this option 
prioritises the model’s KPI (e.g. 
revenue) prediction accuracy 
rather than estimation of 
incremental revenue driven by 
each media.

Bayesian estimation: this option 
prioritises getting insights on 
estimation of the incremental 
revenue driven by each media. 
Detailed information such as 
credible intervals of parameters 
and the posterior distributions 
can also be estimated. In this 
playbook, this approach is taken 
for this reason.

OLS (Ordinary Least Squares) Bayesian estimation

Penalise to size 
of weights

Interval

Estimate parameters by minimizing the 
“distance L” between the data and the model 
with penalisation of size of parameters*. To 
avoid overfitting to the data, cross validation is 
used to optimise penalisation parameter 
lambda. Generally the result includes only 
point estimation of the parameters.*1

Estimate parameters through sampling 
process based on Bayesian theorem such as 
MCMC. The sampling process needs a prior 
distribution as an assumption. The result 
includes the posterior distribution and credible 
interval estimation of parameters. The 
approach gives modelers flexibility to compare 
assumption (prior distribution) and result 
(posterior distribution). 

Estimate parameters by minimizing the 
“distance L” between the data and the model. 
By assuming normal distribution of residuals in 
the model, confidence interval of parameters 
can be calculated in addition to point 
estimation of parameters.

Regularisation

Primary options to estimate parameters in MMM
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Independent variable Independent variable Independent variable
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Overview of Bayesian estimation 1/3 60

Description of data and parameters in MMM

Input data: Parameter: 
To simplify, we denote:

Then data and parameters are considered to be samples from the 
probability distributions which are unknown.

Bayes’ theorem*2

⇆

Prior:
Probability distribution of the 
parameters independently from 
any observations

Evidence:
Probability distribution of the 
observed data independently 
from any parameter value

Posterior:
Probability distribution of the 
parameters given observed data

Likelihood:
Probability distribution of the 
observed data given parameters 
value

Parameter information

An example of an additive MMM model*1:

Multivariate 
distribution
of input data
(Unknown) Input data parameters

Multivariate 
distribution
of parameters
(Unknown)

Sampling

By using the Bayes’ theorem and assuming 
Bayesian priors, parameter information in a MMM 
can be estimated. Please see the next page for 
the mechanism.

In Bayesian estimation, 
Bayes theorem is utilised 
to estimate parameters in 
an MMM.

Bayes’ theorem consists 
of likelihood, prior, 
evidence and posterior. 

The MMM estimates the 
posterior which describes 
parameter distribution in 
the model.

The use of Bayes’ 
theorem to estimate the 
posterior is described on 
the next page.

*1: This model may be too simple to describe actual situations and is to explain basic features in a MMM model. 
*2: https://towardsdatascience.com/bayesian-inference-problem-mcmc-and-variational-inference-25a8aa9bce29 

Sampling
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https://towardsdatascience.com/bayesian-inference-problem-mcmc-and-variational-inference-25a8aa9bce29
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Assume prior
distribution

Overview of Bayesian estimation 2/3 61

Overview of how to use the Bayes theorem Example of Bayesian prior 
distribution*2

Disregard evidence because:
1. Fixed value (no dependency on 

parameter w) in the MMM model
2. Difficult to calculate*1

Likelihood can be calculated 
from the model and the data

Probability distribution of difference 
between predicted and actual revenue

An example of an additive MMM model:

Bayes’ theorem (and how to use it for parameter estimation in MMM)*3:

Posterior 
distribution
(parameter 
information to 
be estimated)

To use Bayes’ theorem to 
estimate parameter in an MMM, 
a modeler needs to understand 
how to use each part of the 
theorem. 

Disregard the evidence: The 
denominator of Bayes’ theorem 
can be disregarded because it is 
independent of the parameters 
w. 

Calculate likelihood from the 
data: this can be calculated from 
the data and MMM model 
assumptions.

Thus, if we also have an 
assumption of the prior 
distribution on the right hand 
side of the equation, the 
posterior distribution can be 
calculated. The estimation 
process (MCMC) is explained on 
the next page.

*1: https://towardsdatascience.com/bayesian-inference-problem-mcmc-and-variational-inference-25a8aa9bce29 
*2: The prior distribution can be modified based on prior knowledge, such as past model results for similar businesses. See LightweightMMM for examples of parameter settings.
*3: Precisely because the data (bold x) are divided into independent variable x and dependent variable y, and the errors of y and the regression model are assumed to be normally distributed under 
given x, p(w|x,y) = p(y|x,w)*p(w)/p(y|x).

Parameter
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https://towardsdatascience.com/bayesian-inference-problem-mcmc-and-variational-inference-25a8aa9bce29
https://lightweight-mmm.readthedocs.io/en/latest/models.html
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The steps to use Markov Chain Monte 
Carlo to estimate parameters are as 
follows:

Step 1 parameter sampling: based on 
the prior distributions, initial samples 
are extracted.
Step 2 likelihood calculation: as 
explained on the previous page, the 
likelihood can be calculated.
Step 3 “adjustment” of parameters: 
based on the likelihood calculation, 
parameters value are adjusted. A 
specific algorithm such as 
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is used 
to “adjust” parameters.
Step 4 Repeat Steps 2 and 3 
thereafter.

The above process is called an 
“MCMC step”. After iteration of MCMC 
steps (e.g., 5000), a modeler can 
estimate the distribution of parameters 
based on tracing of the steps. One 
such set of MCMC steps is referred to 
as a “chain”. Modelers generally run 
multiple chains to check the stability of 
the distributions. 

Overview of Bayesian estimation 3/3 62

Overview of MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) to estimate parameters in an MMM

Data

Parameter

Step1: 
parameter
sampling

Step3: parameter 
“adjustment”*1

Fixed Variant

Step2: Likelihood 
calculation

or
increase decrease

Approximation of posterior distribution
of a parameter

Prior distribution
(example)

Adjust parameters based on 
likelihood change

MCMC steps
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Frequency

*1: There are several methods of “adjustment” such as Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, Gibbs sampling (a special case of Metropolis-Hasting algorithm).
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2.5. Model Validation

Basics of Marketing Mix Modeling 63
CHAPTER

2
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Response Curves

Adstock Decay

Model evaluation (“9 checkpoints”) 64

MCMC convergence Prediction fitting Comparison of prior and 
posterior distributions

ROI (ROAS) Estimation Spend & Effectiveness 
Share Time series breakdown

After parameter estimation, 
the modeler needs to 
validate the model on 
several dimensions. 

In this section, typical 
validation points (“9 
checkpoints”) are 
described.

These “9 checkpoints” 
consist of both objective 
metric evaluation and 
subjective evaluation. This 
is because the MMM 
model is based on several 
assumptions such as 
response curves and 
adstock.

Primary model evaluation points*1

Compare multiple models in the above points and choose the best model

*1: using Lightweight MMM to visualise the charts on 2-8.

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9
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MCMC convergence check 1/2 65
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MCMC steps

MCMC steps
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MCMC convergence

Potential problems in parameter estimation with MCMC
(a single chain example) A metric to check MCMC convergence

Increase the number of chains (“attempts of 
MCMC”) and calculate Rhat (the Gelman-Rubin 
statistic).

    = number of chains
    = number of MCMC steps in a chain
       (excluding burn-in period)
    = jth observation in ith chain

Average of variance within each chain

Variance of 
average of chains

If Rhat > 1.1, MCMC does not converge
(not good).

In parameter estimation 
by MCMC, a modeler 
checks whether the 
parameters are estimated 
appropriately.

One of the primary 
indicators is Rhat which is 
an approximation of the 
ratio of variance of 
average of chains (one set 
of MCMC steps) to 
average of variance within 
each chain. 

Generally Rhat < 1.1 is 
considered as 
convergence of the 
parameters while there 
are multiple suggestion on 
the threshold (such as 
1.01). Also, a modeler can 
check the stability of 
MCMC steps with the 
visualisation as shown on 
the right.

Not good
First part 
(t=0-1500) 
looks very 
different.

Not good
Parameter 
value 
exploration is 
not consistent.

Good
Steps look 
consistent and 
the  space is 
explored many 
times.

A

Number of MCMC steps

Number of MCMC steps

B

C
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MCMC convergence check 2/2 66
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Number of MCMC steps

Potential problems in parameter estimation with MCMC 
(multiple chains example) What to do? (but not limited to)

Discard 
burn-in 
period

Increase 
MCMC 
steps

Identify 
different 

behaviors 
in the 
data

Discard ‘burn-in’ period 
(e.g., t=0 to t=1500 in 
the previous page) so 
that Rhat value 
decreases.

Increase number of 
samples (number of 
MCMC steps) to ensure 
convergence across 
chains.

Investigate the root 
cause of "jumps" in the 
chain. For example, the 
tendency to estimate 
parameter values may 
differ by region, and it 
may be necessary to 
separate the model by 
region, etc.

Example What to do

Not good. Some of chains have lower parameter values than others 
depending on the initial value.

MCMC convergence

If a modeler see errors in 
MCMC, there are options 
they should consider.

Discard burn-in period: 
discard the early samples 
(e.g., the first 1,500 steps 
in an MCMC chain) to 
reduce dependency on the 
initial sample value.

Increase MCMC steps: 
increase the length of each 
MCMC chain.

Identify different 
behaviors in the data: as 
shown in “E” case, if there 
is a significant difference 
across MCMC chains, a 
modeler needs to consider 
potential missing variables 
in the input data.

Not good. There are “jumps” in some chains.

B D

1
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E

A

B D

E
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Prediction fitting check 67

Output
example

Example 
case

How to 
check
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Prediction fitting

A prediction fitting check measures a 
model’s prediction accuracy on the KPI.

KPI fitting check with the sample data: 
check the model prediction to 
understand whether the model predicts 
the KPI accurately on the past data.
KPI fitting check with new data 
(out-of-sample data): do the same thing 
with new data to understand whether the 
model is applicable for future prediction 
as well.

In terms of volume balance between 
sample data and out-of-sample data, 7:3 
or 8:2 is a consideration. However, 
business nuance is more important than 
a rule of thumb. For example, using 2 
years weekly data to create a model and 
test the model with a quarter data may 
be valid if the business model has similar 
life cycle across the quarters.

Primary metrics for prediction fitting are 
introduced on the next page.

Sample data Out-of-sample data

Check gap between true the KPI value and 
the predicted KPI value to consider additional 
variables.
There are significant differences. Probably 
those are due to some events or holidays. A 
potential solution is to add events and holiday 
variables to the data. *1

Apply the model to new data (out-of-sample 
data) and check the gap between the predicted 
and the actual value.

In terms of model application to the new data, 
the model describes the actual value well.

KPI fitting check

*1: Instead of adding new variable(s), adding flexible trend and seasonality structure with latent variables (e.g., BSTS (Bayesian Structure Time Series)) may be a consideration. 
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Metrics for prediction fitting checks (for both sample data and out-of-sample data) 68

R-squared MAPE Durbin-Watson statistic

Objective 
and how to 

check

Example

Definition

● Evaluation of degree of fitting between the actual KPI (e.g., revenue) and the 
predicted KPI

● Low (e.g., R-squared < 0.85) or high (e.g. MAPE > 10) values may imply there 
are other important variables not included in the model

● Detection of autocorrelation of the 
differences between the actual and 
predicted KPI

● DW > 2.5 or DW < 1.5 may imply 
other important variables not 
included in the model

Sum of squared difference
between actual and predicted KPI

Sum of squared change of the gap overtime
Average percentage of difference
between actual and predicted KPI

 Times 100 for percentage description 

Sum of squared difference between actual KPI 
and the mean of the KPI

Sum of squared gap between predicted KPI and 
the mean of the KPI

R-squared = 0.588, MAPE = 29.1%

Green: predicted KPI
Gray: actual KPI

High autocorrelation graph example
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High correlation 
implies other 
important 
variables the 
MMM does not 
include.
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Comparison of prior and posterior distributions 69

Compare prior and 
posterior distributions

Output
example

Example 
case

How to 
check

Prior distribution Beta(2,1) Prior distribution Beta(1,1)

Estimate parameters with different prior distribution options to check:
● Whether posterior distributions are significantly different depending on the options
● What to extent means*1 of the parameters is different depending on the options
If parameter estimation/distribution is inconsistent, rationale to choose prior distributions should be validated 
based on evidences (past experience, industry standards etc.).

In the above example, while there are differences in the posterior distribution of the parameter "lag_weight, 
channel 1" depending on the prior distribution (Beta(2,1) or Beta(1,1)), the means of the posterior 
distributions are nearly identical regardless of the prior distribution. However, it is necessary to investigate 
why the probability density of 0.7 to 1.0 is higher for the prior distribution Beta(1,1).

Example

:
:

:
:

Mean of posterior 
distribution

0.43

Mean of 
posterior distribution

0.58

*1: If means of parameters are used to calculate KPI contribution and ROAS (ROI).

A modeler needs to check consistency of 
parameter by using different prior 
distribution options in terms of:

Difference of posterior distribution: by 
changing prior distribution, posterior 
distribution may change. However, if there 
is consistent tendency in the data to the 
business KPI, the posterior distribution will 
be consistent. If the posterior distribution 
varies depending on the prior distribution, 
a modeler needs to validate rationale to 
choose a specific prior distribution based 
on the past experience or industry 
standards. This point is a benefit of 
Bayesian approach because a modeler 
can understand relation between the 
model’s assumption (prior distribution) 
and the result (posterior distribution).

Difference of mean of posterior 
distribution*1: also, checking 
consistency of mean of the posterior 
distributions is necessary as the mean is 
used to calculate each media contribution 
and the ROAS. 
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70

Advertising spend*1

In
cr

em
en

ta
l r

ev
en

ue

How to check response curves (subjective check)

Response curve checks

Curve 
shape

Gradient 
comparison

Does each media’s 
response curve shape 
make sense given prior 
knowledge?

On the left, the TV curve 
should probably be an 
“S-curve” instead of a 
concave curve.

Do the gradients of the 
curves make sense given 
prior knowledge?

On the left, the gradients 
of TV and OOH curves 
may be too steep (steeper 
than digital media)

What to do (example)

If they do not 
make sense, 
the modeler 
needs to adjust 
the response 
curve models 

(e.g., in the 
example on the 
left adding 
parameter 
constraints to 
TV, OOH 
curves)

Response curve example*1

Response curve

TV

OOH

Print

YouTube

Search

Due to the presence of 
several assumptions in an 
MMM model such as 
response curves and 
adstock, the modeler 
needs to conduct some 
qualitative and (to some 
extent subjective) checks.

The first is a comparison 
of the response curves’ 
shape and gradient. 
Generally “s-shape” and 
concave curves are 
appropriate for traditional 
and digital media 
respectively.

Moreover, subjective 
comparison of the 
gradient of the curves is 
needed in conversation 
with the marketing 
operations team. 

*1: To calculate ROI, modelers need to transform input variable from impression to spend by using average cost per impression after estimating response curves.
*2: Control variables (promotion, price etc.) can be analyzed in the same way, if necessary.

Illustrative
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Adstock decay check 71

Adstock decay

Media spend and 
adstock in 
each time

Adstock

Short tail

Latest spend has 
larger impact

Accumulated effect 
has larger impact

Example and how to check

Assume a Geometric decay

Decay 
parameter

Example

How to 
check

Parameter estimation result

Do the estimated adstock decays make sense compared to accumulated experiences and industry 
benchmarks?
In the above case, TV decays faster than digital media. Taking the formats into consideration (TV commercial 
vs. newsfeed on Facebook and text ads on Search), this estimation may not make sense as we would expect 
video ads to drive awareness for a longer duration than newsfeeds and text ads.

TV (0.32)

OOH (0.59)

Print (0.67)

YouTube (0.70)

 Search (0.71)

Relative 
similarity

Check adstock implied by the parameter estimates 
(As illustrated to the right)

TV
OOH
Print
YouTube
Search

Adstock decay also needs 
subjective checks.

A modeler needs to 
consider the different of 
ads format in each media 
and check whether the 
model describes these 
differences appropriately.

Generally rich media 
formats such as video ads 
have a relatively low 
decay rate (slow decay) 
while static formats have a 
relatively high decay rate 
(fast decay). The modeler 
needs to check if the 
model describes the 
decays appropriately by 
comparing adstock 
parameters across media.

Illustrative

Long tail
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=

*1: Google (2017), Bayesian Methods for Media Mix Modeling with Carryover and Shape Effects
*2: If media impressions are used as a variable in the model, the average cost per impression (CPM, etc.) should be multiplied by the impressions and the units should be adjusted to monetary values.

How to calculate estimated ROAS (ROI) 72

Definition of estimated ROAS (ROI) in MMM modeling*1

Predicted weekly revenue from historical spend

Predicted weekly revenue generated by setting 
the spend in the change period to zero

Spend

Legend

Predicted value of KPI (sales) by model
(Calculated by substituting past advertising investment into 

the model)*2

Predicted weekly revenue generated by setting 
the spend in the change period to zero*2

Numerator: Incremental revenue

Denominator: Total spend*2

ROAS 
(Return on 
Ad Spend)

ROAS (ROI) estimation

After checking response 
curve shape and adstock 
decay estimation and 
concluding they are valid, 
a modeler calculates the 
ROAS (Return on Ads 
Spend) or ROI (Return on 
Investment) by media.

The denominator is the 
total spend of the media. 
The numerator is the 
difference between the 
model’s predicted KPI with 
the actual media spend 
and the model’s predicted 
KPI with an assumption 
that the media spend is 
zero. In other words the 
the numerator represents 
the incremental KPI driven 
by the media investment. 

Illustrative

R
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Time
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Calculated with 95th
percentile of 
parameters*1

How to calculate estimated ROAS (ROI) 73

Through MCMC, a 
modeler has a posterior 
distribution for each 
parameter in the model, 
including statistics 
such as the mean, median 
and 5th and 95th 
percentiles. By using 
these values, the modeler 
can calculate intervals and 
mean value of ROAS 
(ROI) estimation.

Then the modeler 
compare the ROI 
estimation result with 
intervals (called as 
“credible intervals” in 
Bayesian estimation). The 
next page describes how 
to validate it subjectively.

How to estimate ROAS (ROI) in MMMs

mean 95%5%
mean 95%5%

…….Extract estimated parameter values

Assign extracted parameter values (e.g., mean, 5th & 95th percentile) 
to the model to estimate key statistics of the distribution of ROAS*2

ROAS (ROI) estimation

R
O

A
S

 (R
O

I)

Calculated with 5th
percentile of 
parameters*1

Calculated with 
mean of 

parameters

A
ll param

eter distributions 
estim

ated by M
C

M
C

ROAS (ROI) estimation

TV OOH Print You
Tube Search

Illustrative

*1: More exactly, calculated with parameters values which give the 95th percentile of ROAS and which give the 5th percentile of ROAS.
*2: If media impressions are used as a variable in the model, the average cost per impression (CPM, etc.) should be multiplied by the impressions and the units should be adjusted to monetary values.
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ROAS (ROI) estimation check 74

How to check ROAS (ROI) estimation result

ROAS (ROI) estimation example
(Vertical lines are 5, credit intervals by 95th percentile)

R
O

A
S

 (R
O

I)
Average 
check

Interval 
check*1

Do the estimates of mean 
ROAS make sense given 
any prior knowledge or 
industry norms?

Also, are the results 
consistent when changing 
model assumptions (e.g., 
prior distribution)?

What are the causes of 
the width of the credit 
interval? (e.g., lack of 
data, instability in 
performance due to skillful 
implementation of 
advertising, etc.)

What to do

The model 
creator checks 
the performance 
of each media 
campaign and 
considers 
splitting the 
model per target 
customer or per 
ad delivery 
surface to 
eliminate 
instability.

ROAS (ROI) estimation

TV Print

After ROAS (ROI) 
calculation, a modeler can 
check the estimated 
averages and intervals of 
these results.

Average (mean) ROAS: if 
there are outliers 
(extremely high or low 
ROAS), the drivers of this 
result should be 
investigated. If the reasons 
cannot be identified, one 
recommended approach is 
to compare the outcome of 
multiple models to see the 
differences persist.

Intervals of ROAS: wider 
intervals may imply 
instability and lack of data 
(e.g., a media flight is only 
few weeks). A modeler 
should avoid conclusive 
messages in such a 
situation.

You
Tube

Illustrative

OOH

*1: There are ways to add confidence interval in regularisation approach as well such as bootstrap resampling may be computationally intensive. 
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Spend and effectiveness share check 75

Example output*1 What to do

S
pe

nd
 o

r r
ev

en
ue

 c
on

tri
bu

tio
n 

pe
rc

en
ta

ge
Compare share in spend and incremental revenue 

for each media to analyze the gap

Gap 
check

Action

If some media show
significant share gap between the 
spend and the incremental 
revenue, will this make sense to 
stakeholders?

For example, media G, H and I in 
the left chart show relatively low 
incremental revenue share 
compared to their media spend. 
Will this make sense to the 
stakeholders?*2

● Compare multiple MMM 
results and choose the most 
credible model the 
stakeholders will accept

and/or
● Accept the significant gap 

shown by the model and 
consider a budget shift

Legend

Share in 
incremental 
revenue

Share in media 
spend

Gap of share in 
incremental 
revenue and 
spend

Spend and effectiveness

Subjective checks on 
spend and effectiveness 
share are needed to 
ensure that a marketing 
operations team will 
consider the model 
estimation result to be 
valid. 

This check compares the 
advertising spend share 
and share of incremental 
KPI driven by each media. 
Reasons for any large 
share gap may need 
clarification because the 
existing media allocation 
by the marketing 
operations team will be 
largely driven by their 
expectations of 
incremental KPI.

*1: Depending on the audience of the presentation, it is preferable to explain with a credit interval. *2: In raising hypotheses, it is desirable to investigate and consider the facts as objectively as 
possible. For example, a competitor's large-scale campaign in a particular media may decrease ROAS for that media. In some cases, the competitor's campaign trends by media cannot be included as 
an explanatory variable due to the physical unavailability of data, and thus the impact must be considered qualitatively.

M
ed

ia
 A

M
ed

ia
 B

M
ed

ia
 C

M
ed

ia
 D

M
ed

ia
 E

M
ed

ia
 F

M
ed

ia
 G

M
ed

ia
 H

M
ed

ia
 I

Illustrative
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Analysis of contribution in time series data 76

Time

Time series breakdown

Example output What to do

Qualitative 
validation

Action

Check whether trend of contribution 
of media and baseline (factors other 
than media) are correctly captured by 
the model.

For example: Demand due to 
holidays and events should be 
allocated to baseline contribution.

Identify primary reasons of the 
difference across MMM, 
attribution and experimental tests

Adjust MMM parameters where 
possible (please see p.84, 
“calibration with experimental 
tests”)

Based on the calculation in 
p.72, each media’s 
contribution in each time 
unit (e.g., week or day) is 
calculated by an MMM. The 
visualization is shown as a 
stacked area time series 
graph on the example 
chart. By comparing the 
chart with calendar 
(holidays), events and 
some big campaign 
periods, a modeler can 
understand whether a 
model can describe the 
past data correctly. 

Moreover, comparing the 
time-series breakdown with 
different measurement 
sources such as Attribution 
and experimental tests is 
also a consideration to 
understand reasons of the 
difference.

Illustrative

Time

Ba
se

lin
e 

an
d 

m
ed

ia
 a

ttr
ib

ut
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n
on

 re
ve

nu
e

Comparison 
with other 

measurement 
results

Check whether the MMM estimation 
result on the media contribution is 
consistent with other measurement 
solutions such as attribution and 
experimental tests.

Attribution
(online media only)

Comparison
(quasi-)

experiments*1

*: Google(2015), Inferring Causal Impact using Bayesian structural time-series models

Time

B
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e 
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d 
m

ed
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Input
data

Multiple model comparison 77

MMM
engine

Contextual check

MCMC convergence
(only Bayesian)

Prediction fitting
(R^2, MAPE, DW)

Response curves

Adstock decay

ROI (ROAS) estimation

Spend & effectiveness 
share

Rule of thumb:
Rhat < 1.1

Rule of thumb:
R^2 > 0.85, MAPE < 
10%, 1.5 < DW < 2.5

Create multiple models 
by changing variables, 
model structure* etc.

Pass

Pass

Do not 
pass

Simulation
(please see 

the following pages)

Adjustment of the models and the 
data (add/exclude new variables, 
change the model structure*, try 
different subsets of the modeling 

data etc.)

Objective check

Do not 
pass

Choose 
the best 
model

Multiple model comparison

As a MMM assumes specific 
structure such as response 
curves and adstock, the 
model validation needs both 
objective and contextual (to 
some extent subjective) 
checks by both the modeler 
and the marketing 
operations team so that they 
can have confidence in the 
model estimation. To 
achieve that, generally a 
modeler needs to create 
multiple models with 
different variables, bayesian 
priors and model structures 
to choose the best one.

While there is often criticism 
of the objectivity of MMMs, 
the above process is a 
practical way to utilise a 
MMM for business decision 
making.

Comparison of prior and 
posterior distributions

Time series breakdown

*: The structure of the model is explained in CHAPTER 3 for direction.

9
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2.6. Model Utilization
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79

Operational
layer

Tactical
layer

Strategic 
layer

MMM structure*1

Overview of an in-house MMM use case

How to use the model

Country A
MMM

Country B
MMM

Country C
MMM

Division 
level MMM

Brand 
A

MMM

Brand 
B

MMM

Brand 
C

MMM

…

…

● Predict a gap between the 
business plan and 
expected outcome.

● Adjustment of budget to fill 
the gap.

● Check ROI by target 
audience or country to 
consider prioritisation of 
markets.

● Adjust day-to-day (or 
week-to-week) budget 
allocation.

Example 
owner

Managing 
director of a 
business 
division

Marketing 
director of a 
business 
division

Marketing 
operations 
manager

After model creation, a 
modeler and the marketing 
team can utilise the model 
for several purposes.

The chart on the right shows 
an example of MMM 
creation in three layers 
where the bottom two layers 
have sub-category level 
MMMs (e.g., brand A, B and 
C). Lower layer MMMs are 
consolidated to a higher 
layer MMM. *1

In each layer, the objectives 
and use of the models is 
different. While the 
marketing operations layer 
uses the model for 
advertising or promotional 
budget optimisation, the 
higher layers may use the 
models to consider 
investment allocation across 
categories (e.g., countries).

A

*1: Depending on similarity of the businesses, brands and customers’ behavior across markets, models can consider hierarchical models as described in p.56-57. If there is no similarity across 
businesses, brands and customers, creating each model in the bottom layer (operational layer) and adding those up is a realistic way.

B

C
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 MMM usage in operational layer (budget allocation) 80

Input and output How to use 
this?

KPI 
(revenue)

data

Media
data

Other
data

MMM
engine

Future total 
budget $

Adjust the next 
term (week, 
month, quarter or 
year) budget 
allocation based 
on the 
recommendation.

Marketing managers may 
use an MMM to consider 
optimal advertising spend 
across media in the 
short-term. 

An MMM is able to suggest 
an optimal budget allocation 
by inputting future total 
budget (e.g., total 
advertising budget in the 
next month) and other data 
predictions (e.g., weather 
predictions, competitor 
activity predictions etc.) in 
the model. *

If the user does not have 
predictions of the other data, 
they need to make 
assumptions the data (e.g., 
using last year’s data).

Illustrative

A

Effectiveness
(Revenue increase by investment)

A
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n 
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 a
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s 
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, 

O
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 a
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Media 
A

Media 
B

Media 
C

Media 
D

Media 
E

Decrease
budget Improve ROI

Increase 
investment

Increase 
investment

R
O

A
S

 (R
O

I)

Media C

Media D

Media E

Media A

Media B

*: In practical terms, limits may be placed on the scope of optimization to avoid the risk of sudden budget changes. For example, optimization calculations are performed with certain limits on the 
percentage decrease in the TV budget and the percentage increase in the digital budget, etc.
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 MMM usage in tactical layer (ROI(ROAS) estimation) 81

Estimate 
marketing ROI 
and ROAS for 
each business 
category (e.g., 
country, brand, 
target customer) 
and use as input 
for prioritizing 
markets and 
business areas 
and tactics.*1

KPI 
(revenue)

data

Media
data

Other
data

MMM
engine

Input and output How to use 
this?Marketing or business 

directors may want to 
estimate ROAS or ROI in 
the past fiscal periods at a  
business domain or country 
level to understand what 
worked and what did not 
work.

An MMM is able to estimate 
the ROAS or ROI across 
business categories based 
on MMMs in the operational 
layer.

Such estimation may 
contribute to market or 
business domain 
prioritisation in the future.

*1: Technically, the allocation of promotional and advertising budgets should refer to marginal ROI (marginal ROI) or response curves, not to ROI (ROAS) (p.47). It is possible to compare marketing 
ROI across different business categories (countries, brands, target customers, etc.) and consider priorities to maximize overall profit.

B

ROAS (ROI) estimation result

R
O

I

Brand A Brand B Brand C Brand D Brand E

Effectiveness 
(incremental sales for marketing investment)

Decrease
budget Improve ROI

Increase 
investment

Increase 
investment

R
O

I

Brand C

Brand B

Brand D

Brand E

Brand A
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Input and output

*1: Data on the external environment (e.g., forecasts of competitor trends, predictions about the economy, etc.) as well as investment plans for sales promotion and advertising are needed or 
assumptions need to be made.

 MMM usage in strategic layer (KPI prediction) 82

● Track a gap 
between the 
revenue 
predicted by the 
model and 
actual revenue 
(or number of 
installs).

● Consider 
addressing any 
gap by 
increasing 
investment.

K
P

I (
re

ve
nu

e)

Time

How to use 
this?

KPI 
(revenue)

data

Media
data

Other
data

MMM
engine

Investment 
plan*

Some weeks 
(days) later

A managing director of a 
business division may want 
to know the gap between 
predicted and actual 
revenue to consider 
complemental investment to 
achieve financial targets.

An MMM may be able to 
predict the future revenue 
with appropriate input data 
such as the future planned 
advertising and promotion 
investment and the other 
data predictions (e.g., 
weather predictions, 
competitor activity 
predictions etc.) in the 
model.

C
Data selection Data 

cleansing
Model 

structure
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2.7. Other topics on MMMs
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Additional topics on MMM 84

Calibration with experiments Coefficients which vary over time Long-term effectiveness

Description

● If a company conducts experimental tests (e.g., 
conversion lift, geo lift) or quasi-experimental 
tests (e.g., DID, Causal Impact) continuously, it 
is worth considering calibration of the model 
with the results of these experiments.

● Bayesian methodologies can give modelers 
guidance on how to calibrate the models.

● Response curve and adstock of media may 
vary depending on other factors (e.g., time gap 
between ads and sales in December due to 
Xmas).

● Coefficients which vary over time may be 
suitable if businesses have frequent and 
significant change in terms of media response.

● For prominent and long-seller brands, long-term 
effects driven by media is important.

● However, typical MMMs describe only the 
short-term effect driven by media investment 
(generally some weeks).

● Assuming long-term impact of media is one of 
the considerations..

● A modeler needs to identify established metrics 
such as brand surveys continuously used in the 
company to measure long-term effects driven 
by marketing activities. The marketing 
stakeholders should have same understanding 
on how such brand metrics can influence their 
long-term KPI. Additional research in terms of 
the brand metrics selection and quantitative 
analysis between revenue and brand metrics 
may be needed.

● Moreover, to model a long-term effect on the 
KPI, a modeler needs to consider several 
constraints such as data volume (e.g., at least 
four years), detectable KPI impact size etc.*2

Consideration

● Experimental test data is not always available 
across markets, audiences and brands. 

● Experimental tests may be accurate during the 
test periods. However, it may not be accurate 
outside the periods. To resolve that, an MMM 
may need coefficients which vary over time.

● Conversion lift results rely on individual data 
which can be impacted by privacy protection in 
place for cookies and device ids.

● If a company conducts experimental tests as 
always-on measurement, they may be missing 
opportunities due to having control groups in 
the test which will not be exposed to their ads.

● While several white papers suggest how to 
calibrate the results of MMMs and experiments, 
there is no universally agreed approach as of 
Jan 2023.

● While coefficients which vary over time are 
suitable for dynamic businesses and calibration 
with experimental design as written on the left, 
the number of parameters tend to be large and 
it is very challenging to ensure MCMC 
convergence.

● Management and maintenance of the prior and 
posterior distributions of coefficients which vary 
over time can be challenging because future 
data may have an impact on the existing 
estimates of time varying parameters 
depending on the constraints. For example, 
insertion of dependencies on parameters from 
coefficients in adjacent time points may change 
the estimation with new data. *1

*1: Edwin NG, Zhishi Wang, Athena Dai (2021), Bayesian Time Varying Coefficient Model with Applications to Marketing Mix Modeling
*2: Google (2019), Measuring effectiveness: Three grand challenges

http://google.github.io/CausalImpact/CausalImpact.html
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Other remaining challenges 85

Challenges of MMM as an analytics system (not exhaustive)

MMMs for performance clients (e.g., short-term, always on use, frequent updates) are very different to traditional MMMs (e.g., modeling once a year, 
4 years data for a long-seller brand). To use MMMs continuously, modelers need to resolve data related issues as follows:

○ Data pipeline automation: how to automate data collection across internal and external data sources (e.g., Analytics Hub on Google Cloud). 
Some existing data sources (e.g., public data) may not have APIs to automate the data collection. A modeler may need to build the data 
pipeline from scratch.

○ Data granularity issues: some data sources may not have enough granularity (e.g., TV ads data is weekly while daily data is needed). If so, 
a modeler may need assumptions to generate granular data or have to compromise the granularity of the model.

○ Input data prediction issues: To predict the future KPI, future input data (e.g., future weather) should be collected on top of media or 
promotion scenarios. Some data may not be available and requires assumptions (e.g., using last year’s weather data for the prediction).

○ Operational process to use MMMs: Many marketing practices are still using existing measurement products such as Multi-Touch Attribution 
(MTA) based on individual level data. How, when and by who to use an MMM on top of existing solutions is an outstanding issue. Also, when 
and how the model parameters should be updated are still in discussion.

Media specific modeling knowledge (not exhaustive)

In terms of model designs on specific media, following points are in discussion. 
○ Bias of estimation on search media: consumer behavior on search media can be different depending on search word types (e.g., 

positive/negative words, competitors’ product word etc.). Correct modeling of search media is still in discussion. *1
○ Reach and frequency on video media (e.g., YouTube): existing models typically do not consider the effect of frequency of media exposure 

per person (e.g., a higher frequency may drive consumers’ purchase) rather than total volume of impressions or spend. How to create a 
suitable model with media reach and frequency is an issue.

*1: Bias Correction For Paid Search in Media Mix Modeling, Google, 2018
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2.1.
Data selection

2.2.
Data cleansing

2.3. Model 
structure 
creation

2.4.
Parameter 
estimation

2.5.
Validation

2.6.
Utilization

● List of typical 
input data for 
MMM

● Example of data 
structure

● Necessary 
granularity to get 
actionable 
insights 

● Granularity of 
models

● Rule of thumb in 
data volume

● Missing values

● Outliers

● Data form 
change

● Multicollinearity

● Data scaling

● Most basic model 
structure 
(additive and 
multiplicative 
model)

● Response curve

● Adstock

● Transformation 
order

● Trend and 
seasonality

● Model granularity

● Three primary 
estimation 
methodologies

● Prior knowledge 
application in 
Bayesian 
estimation

● Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo 
(MCMC)

● MCMC 
convergence

● Prediction 
accuracy

● Response curves

● Adstock decay

● ROI (ROAS) 
estimation

● Spend and 
effectiveness 
(incremental 
value) share

● Multiple model 
comparison

● Optimization

● Simulation

Change data, model, and parameter estimation methods according to results
Creating the model 
structure is a very 
difficult step in the MMM 
model building process. 
It is necessary to 
consider and determine 
the appropriate model 
structure from various 
angles.
In practice, the creation 
of the model structure is 
a back-and-forth process 
with data selection and 
parameter estimation 
steps.
In this section, we show 
through simulations how 
the adequacy of the 
model structure affects 
the results of the MMM 
analysis. Then, tips for 
finding an appropriate 
model structure will be 
presented.

Problems in MMM Model Building Process

How to create
an appropriate model structure?
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3.1. Model Structure Creation Methods and Model Types

Considerations on MMM Model Structure 88
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Process for Creating Model Structures in Practice

■ In practice, the hypothesis building and analysis work is conducted from three perspectives, and by going back and 
forth between the steps, the appropriate model structure is determined.

■ First, hypotheses are formulated from (1) domain knowledge of the process by which consumers purchase the 
commercial products and services to be modeled. Next, (2) the representativeness of the model is examined from the 
viewpoint of the possibility of measuring and collecting data. Finally, a model based on the hypothesis is created and 
verified, and (3) the fit of the model is confirmed.

Conceptual
Model

Mathematical
Model
(MMM)

Actual
Purchase
Behavior

(1) Hypothesis based on 
domain knowledge

Marketing Theory and Research 
Results

(2) Examination of model 
representativeness

Measurement data, Survey data 
Open data, etc.

(3) Model Fit Checking
9 points in the model validation 

step are checked.

Process to create 
an appropriate 

model structure
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Checkpoints for Appropriateness of Model Structure 90

■ HDY group believes that an appropriate model structure is one that reflects real-world causal relationships. In order to 
avoid reflecting incorrect causal relationships in the model structure, we recommend that 3 points are kept in mind.

■ In particular, domain knowledge of marketing communications and media is needed to determine the temporal back and 
forth relationship.
− Analysts should inquire with marketers and media representatives to gain a better understanding of the question items and survey methodology of 

the survey indicator used for the variable if it is marketing communications, or the media submission and measurement methods of the media to be 
measured if it is media.

• Causality is always a before/after relationship in time
• Model structure reflects marketing media causality

• Variables in an inclusion relationship must not be arranged in the 
same hierarchy in the model structure

• For the objective variable, the model structure should be separated

• Estimating causal graphs from data, assuming distribution of functions 
and parameters representing relationships among variables*1

• If necessary, intervene and disconnect the back door
• Adjust appropriate explanatory variables in light of single door, back 

door, and front door criteria

Chronological relation

Logical non-inclusion 
relation

Fulfillment of 
identifiability of causal 
graph*1 and parameters

*1: There is way of casual discovery to infer causal graph with assumption on parameters and functions to describe relation among variables (e.g., IC algorithm, greedy equivalence search (GES), LiNGAM, 
NOTEARS algorithm etc.). The methodologies are out of this guidebook scope. Also, in this section, all graphs are DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph, which is directed and not cyclic graph) for the simplicity. 

1.

2.

3.
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Checkpoints for Appropriateness of Model Structure (1) Chronological relation 91

■ Causality is always a forward-backward relationship when arranged on a time axis. An event that occurs later in time 
(i.e., its measured data) is the result of an event that precedes it.

■ That is why it is important to be familiar with how to measure data and to use domain knowledge about the position of 
consumers' purchasing behavior on the time axis and its backward and forward relationship with other data.

Example of wrong causation:
opposite of before/after relationship

Example of correct causation:
Temporal pre- and post-relationships

Impression on 
digital ads

CVs
(Conversions)

Increase in brand 
awareness

Brand query
search volume

Click on digital ads Website VIsitSpend amount of 
Affiliate marketing

CVs driven by 
Affiliate marketing

Affiliate marketing is paid on a pay-for-performance basis for 
conversions, so there is no causal relationship from the amount of 
money spent to conversions, but rather an inverse relationship.
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Checkpoints for Appropriateness of Model Structure (2) Logical non-inclusion relation 92

■ If you want to include both a variable and a higher-level concept variable that numerically includes that variable in the 
model structure, you should format the data so that the variables are non-inclusive of each other.

■ A possible method would be to create two model structures by logically decomposing a high level concept variable into 
two variables with non-inclusive relationships.

Example of wrong causation:
Inclusive relation

Example of correct causation:
Split into non-inclusive relation

Digital Display
ads spend

CVs driven by 
Affiliate marketing

Environmental
factors

Digital Video
ads spend

CVs driven
by the others

CVs driven by 
Affiliate marketing

Total Conversions

Digital Display
ads spend

Environmental
factors

Digital Video
ads spend

CVs driven 
by Affiliate 
marketing

Total
Conversions

CVs driven
by the others

Total
Conversions＋ ＝

Split total conversions and 
structure them so that variables in 
the same hierarchy are 
non-inclusive.

CVs driven 
by Affiliate 
marketing
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Checkpoints for Appropriateness of Model Structure (3) Identifiability of causal graph*1 and parameters 93

■ In order to make the model structure more realistic, the parameter identifiability condition 
must be satisfied if intermediate indicators such as site visits and search volume are 
incorporated into the model, in addition to the amount of advertisement placement.

■ The effect is estimated by identifying variables that satisfy criterion of single door, back 
door, or front door and adjusting (adding to the explanatory variables) the appropriate 
variables.

Z X Y𝛼

Single door criterion*2

• Z meets single door criterion
• Direct effect 𝛼 from X to Y is identifiable
• The direct effect is given by 𝛼=rYX.Z, 

consistent with the partial regression 
coefficient 𝛼 for Y=𝛼X+𝛽Z+𝜀

X

Z1

Y
𝛼

𝛽

Z2

𝛾

𝛿

Back door criterion*2

• Z2 meets backdoor criterion
• The overall effect 𝛼+𝛽𝛾 from X to Y is 

identifiable
• The overall effect is given by (𝛼+𝛽𝛾)=rYX.Z, 

consistent with the partial regression 
coefficient 𝛼 for y=(𝛼+𝛽𝛾)X+𝛿Z2+𝜀

X Z Y𝛼𝛽

Front door criterion*2

• Z meets frontdoor criterion
• The overall effect 𝛼𝛽 from X to Y is identifiable
• It is the product of the direct effects 𝛼 and 𝛽, 

given by 𝛼=rYZ.X and 𝛽=rZX, respectively

Identifiability of
causal graph*1 and param

eters

U

*1: There is way of casual discovery to infer causal graph with assumption on parameters and functions to describe relation among variables (e.g., IC algorithm, greedy equivalence search (GES), LiNGAM, 
NOTEARS algorithm etc.). The methodologies are out of this guidebook scope. Also, in this section, all graphs are DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph, which is directed and not cyclic graph) for the simplicity. *2: Judea 
Pearl “CAUSALITY MODELS, REASONING, AND INFERENCE”(2009)

Legend
Y: Objective variable
X: Cause of interest for the objective variable
Z: Factors other than X that are assumed to be causally 
related
U: Unobserved variable
          : indicates the direction of causality
          : indicates the confounding among variables
rAB.C: Partial regression coefficient of B when A is multiple 
regressed on B and C
rAB:  Regression coefficient of A in a simple regression of A 
with B
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■ Based on the checkpoints regarding the appropriateness of the model structure, the 
general model structure of practical MMM can be categorized into three types: online, 
hybrid, and offline, depending on the sales route of products and services to consumers.

■ Type A (online type) can be subdivided into two types, “click route” and “click route + 
search route”, depending on whether or not TV and digital video implementation are used. 
The click route can be treated as a limited version of the click + search route.

Click route Click route + Search route Click + Search + Offline route

• “Click route” consists only of causal 
relationships that result in online CVs 
primarily through pay-per-click 
performance media placements, such 
as search and display ads

• ”Search route” is added to “Click route”
• “Search route” is causal relationships 

in which the number of searches is 
changed by cognitive advertising such 
as TV and digital video

• Offline route is added to “Online type”
• “Offline route" indicates a causal 

relationship in which store visits occur 
directly from cognitive advertising, 
such as TV and digital video ads.

• "Offline type" indicates a causal 
relationship in which sales fluctuate 
due to changes in brand preference 
caused by cognitive advertising such 
as TV and digital video ads

Differences in Model Structure by Sales Channel Type

*1: Although it is originally necessary to consider the volume of brand searches, it is omitted here for the sake of simplicity. *2: The confounding (existence of unobserved common causes) indicated by the dotted 
arrows in both directions is an example in the above figure and should be considered on a case-by-case basis, as it may vary from business to business. For example, there may be a correlation between the 
amount of investment in search ads and online sales due to seasonality in “Online type", and between the amount of advertising placement and the delivery rate in “Offline type" due to business practices.

Search 
Ads

Display 
Ads

Business
Results

Video Ads

Display Ads
Search Ads
(Generic)

Search Ads
(Brand)

Business
Results

Video Ads

Display Ads
Search Ads
(Generic)

Search Ads
(Brand)

Business
Results

Video Ads

Display 
Ads

Distribution
Price

others

Brand
Preference

Business
Results
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A. Online type *1,2 B. Hybrid type *1,2 C. Offline type*2

Legend
　　： indicates the direction of causality

Each type is a DAG (acyclic directed graph) and assumes the 
following
•Each element is a set of variables summarized by media 
characteristics, which must be decomposed appropriately when 
conducting MMM.
•It is assumed that there is no time dependence in causality.
•The confounding among unobservables and variables is omitted, 
and its problems are discussed later.
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Application of Model Structure Types

■ “Online type" model structure can be applied to cases where sales are made exclusively 
online, such as e-commerce sites, apps, and digital services. "Hybrid type"  is a model 
structure in which “Offline route" is added to “Online type", and can be applied to durable 
goods and service industries. In the case of consumer goods and home appliances that 
are sold in stores via distribution such as CVS, DS, and GMS, “Offline type" is used.

■ When MMM is actually implemented, it is necessary to examine the model structure with 
reference to the checkpoints regarding its appropriateness.
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A. Online type *1 B. Hybrid type *1 C. Offline type *1

Applicable
type of 
industry

Sales 
Channels

Media

Model 
Structure

Type

Online Sales

Digital acquisition ads only

Store sales via distribution
(CVS, DS, GMS, etc.)

Digital acquisition ads +
  TV and other cognitive advertising Digital <TV and distribution measures

Online Sales + In-house Channels
(owned e-commerce site, CC, and store)

Integrated Digital + TV Campaign

Consumer goods 
(beverages, food, daily necessities, etc.)

Home appliances 
(*Sales via mass merchandisers)

Durable goods
 (automobiles, digital appliances, etc.)

Services (telecommunications, insurance, etc.)
Some consumer goods (*Owned media and CDP available)

Ecommerce sites, Apps, 
Digital services

Click route only Mainly search routes, but additional click routes 
and offline routes depending on the media used

Mainly offline routes, but click and search routes 
are added depending on the media used

Additional search routes through TV, digital 
video, and other cognitive advertising

*1：The model structure shown on this page is an example and may vary from business to business. See note on previous page.

Search 
Ads

Display 
Ads

Business
Results

Video Ads

Display Ads
Search Ads
(Generic)

Search Ads
(Brand)

Business
Results

Video Ads

Search Ads
(Brand)

Business
Results

Display Ads
Search Ads
(Generic)

Business
Results

Video Ads

Display 
Ads

Distribution
Price

others

Brand
Preference

Legend
　　： indicates the direction of causality

Each type is a DAG (acyclic directed graph) and assumes the 
following
•Each element is a set of variables summarized by media 
characteristics, which must be decomposed appropriately when 
conducting MMM.
•It is assumed that there is no time dependence in causality.
•The confounding among unobservables and variables is omitted, 
and its problems are discussed later.
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3.2. Verification of the impact of model structure on analysis results

96
CHAPTER

3 Considerations on MMM Model Structure
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Purpose of the Simulation Study

■ Model structures can be categorized into three types depending on the sales route of 
products and services to consumers. However, the creation of model structures is a 
process in which the analyst's subjectivity and experience play a significant role.

■ Therefore, in this section, we would like to confirm the risk of inadequate consideration of 
model structure by examining the impact of adopting a model structure (MMM's model 
structure hypothesis) that differs from the true data generation process (real consumer 
behavior) on the analysis results, using a simple “Online type" as an example.
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*1: Although it is originally necessary to consider the volume of brand searches, it is omitted here for the sake of simplicity.

Click route Click route + Search route Click + Search + Offline route

• “Click route” consists only of causal 
relationships that result in online CVs 
primarily through pay-per-click 
performance media placements, such 
as search and display ads

• ”Search route” is added to “Click route”
• “Search route” is causal relationships 

in which the number of searches is 
changed by cognitive advertising such 
as TV and digital video

• Offline route is added to “Online type”
• “Offline route" indicates a causal 

relationship in which store visits occur 
directly from cognitive advertising, 
such as TV and digital video ads.

• "Offline type" indicates a causal 
relationship in which sales fluctuate 
due to changes in brand preference 
caused by cognitive advertising such 
as TV and digital video ads

Search 
Ads

Display 
Ads

Business
Results

Video Ads

Display Ads
Search Ads
(Generic)

Search Ads
(Brand)

Business
Results

Video Ads

Display Ads
Search Ads
(Generic)

Search Ads
(Brand)

Business
Results

Video Ads

Display 
Ads

Distribution
Price

others

Brand
Preference

Business
Results

A. Online type *1,2 B. Hybrid type *1,2 C. Offline type*2

Legend
　　： indicates the direction of causality

Each type is a DAG (acyclic directed graph) and assumes the 
following
•Each element is a set of variables summarized by media 
characteristics, which must be decomposed appropriately when 
conducting MMM.
•It is assumed that there is no time dependence in causality.
•The confounding among unobservables and variables is omitted, 
and its problems are discussed later.
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Model structure
in simulation data generation

Model structure hypothesis
applied to MMM

Simulation Study Overview

■ The simulation study compares the generated simulation data (true data) with the amount of 
contributions estimated by MMM when the model structure that generates the simulation data and 
the model structure hypothesis applied to MMM are consistent (scenario 1) and when they are not 
(scenario 2).

■ In Scenario 2, when conducting MMM, a single-layer model structure was adopted, which simply 
predicts the objective variable by the amount of ad placements, including the search route, which 
is originally a two-layer structure, unlike the structure used when generating the simulation data.
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Scenario 2: Verification of click + search routeScenario 1: Verification of click route

CVs

CVs

CVs

CVs

Totaling

CVs

CVs

Total

Model structure
in simulation data generation

Model structure hypothesis
applied to MMM

True data for the amount
of each media contribution

Estimated ContributionComparison

structurally
consistent

Comparison

structurally
inconsistent

True data for the amount
of each media contribution

Estimated Contribution

To test cases where the model 
structure hypothesis differs from the 
model structure in data generation, 
the amount of search ad nominated 
words submitted was added as an 
explanatory variable.

Business
Results

(Total CVs)

Business
Results

(Total CVs)

CVs via
Organic Search

Search Ads
Spend

Other
Display Ads

Spend

Retargeting 
Ads Spend

Display Ads
Spend

Business
Results

(Total CVs)

Business
Results

(Total CVs)

Search Ads
Spend

Other
Display Ads

Spend

Retargeting 
Ads Spend

Display Ads
Spend

Baseline
(=CVs via Organic Search)

TV Ads
Spend

Digital Video
Spend

Baseline

Display Ads
Retargeting Ads

Other Display Ads
Spend

Search Ads
Spend

(Generic)

CVs via
Organic
Search

Search Ads
CVs

(Brand)

Search Ads
Spend
(Brand)

TV Ads
Spend

Digital Video
Spend

Baseline

Search Ads
Spend
(Brand)

Display Ads
Retargeting Ads

Other Display Ads
Spend

Search Ads
Spend

(Generic)

Legend
　　： indicates the direction of causality

Each type is a DAG (acyclic directed graph) and assumes the 
following
•Each element is a set of variables summarized by media 
characteristics, which must be decomposed appropriately when 
conducting MMM.
•It is assumed that there is no time dependence in causality.
•The confounding among unobservables and variables is omitted, 
and its problems are discussed later.
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Scenario 1: Verification of Click Route｜Model Structure in Data Generation and Validation

■ In the case of “Online-type click route", a simple data generation process can be assumed in which results such as the 
number of clicks and CVs vary depending on the amount of ad spend. The relationship between media is assumed to be 
independent.

■ Simulation data on the number of CVs for each media is generated and used as the  data for the amount of contribution 
by each media. The total CVs are then used as the objective variable of MMM. For the number of CVs via organic search, 
which is independent of ad spend , simulation data that takes into account seasonality and trends was separately 
prepared.
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Scenario 1: Verification of click route

Model structure in simulation data generation

Ad Spend

Clicks Y1：CVs

Assumed CPC
Click = 

Cost / CPC

CV = Poi(β・log(Click)+α)

CVs via
Organic SearchLong-term trend Randomness+Seasonality+ +

Y2：CVs

…

Generate CVs
 for each media

Y3：CVs
Total CVs

Display Ads
Spend

Retargeting Ads
Spend

Other Display Ads
Spend

Search Ads
Spend

Model structure hypothesis applied to MMM

Total CVs

Total

Comparison

• Organic Search

Click route
• Display Ads
• Retargeting Ads
• Other Display Ads
• Search Ads

Baseline

Poisson 
Distribution

➗
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Scenario 2: Verification of Click + Search Route｜ Model Structure in Data Generation and Validation 

■ “Online-type search route" was assumed to be a two-layer data generation process in which the number of CVs via organic serach and the 
number of Search Ads CVs(Brand) varied depending on the amount of TV ad and digital video ads spends. “Click route" is the same as in 
scenario 1.

■ When conducting MMM, a single-layer model was applied with total CVs as the objective variable and the amount of ads spend for each 
media as the explanatory variable. In other words, scenario 2 is a case in which the model structures at the time of data generation and MMM 
verification do not match.

− In the data generation process, the amount of Search Ads Spend(Brand) is determined dependent on the number of CVs, so it should not be added to the explanatory 
variables, but it was intentionally added to the explanatory variables in order to verify the impact of the incorrect model structure.
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*1: Search Ads(Brand) refer to branded keyword campaigns among search ads. The number of CVs via Search Ads(Brand) is generated from the amount 
of TV ads and digital video ads spends, and the amount of placements is dependent on the number of CVs.

*2: Search Ads(Generic) refer to search ads other than brand 
keyword campaigns such as category keywords.

Scenario 2: Verification of click + search route

Model structure in simulation data generation

Search route
• TV Ads
• Digital Video Ads
• Search Ads (Brand) *1
• Organic Search

Ad Spend

Clicks Y1：CVs

Assumed CPC CV = Poi(β・log(Click)+α)

Yn：CVs

Y2：CVs

…

Generate CVs
 for each media

Model structure hypothesis applied to MMM

Total CVs

Total

Comparison

TV Ads
Spend

Digital Video Ads
Spend

Baseline
(Normal Dist.)

CVs via
Organic Search

Search Ads 
(Brand)*1 CVs

TV Contribution
(CVs)

Digital Video
Contribution(CVs)

Linear

Total CVs

Display Ads
Spend

Retargeting Ads
Spend

Other Display Ads
Spend

TV Ads
Spend

Digital Video Ads
Spend

Search Ads Spend 
(Generic) *2

Search Ads 
Spend(Brand) *1Baseline

Click route
• Display Ads
• Retargeting Ads
• Other Display Ads
• Search Ads (Generic)

Search Ads 
Spend(Brand) *1

To test cases where the 
model structure hypothesis 
differs from the model 
structure in data generation, 
the amount of search ad 
nominated words submitted 
was added as an 
explanatory variable.

Poisson 
Distribution

Click = 
Cost / CPC

➗

+
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Simulation Study Validation Methods

■ ■In the simulation study, a simple single-layer model (Lightweight MMM) is applied to the simulated data generated in 
scenarios 1 and 2 to compare the estimated contribution of each media (number of CVs) by MMM with the  data from the 
simulated data.

Single-layer model *1 Simulation Data Conmparison

:
:

:
:

Simulation scenario 1
 “click route”

 Simulation scenario 2
 “click route” + “search rule”

True conversion contribution
vs. the model’s estimation

True conversion contribution
vs. the model’s estimation

Assumption on the model structure*1
• As an additive linear structure is assumed in the model, media variables 

are independent each other. (e.g., no dependency between TV/YouTube 
and search ads volume)

• Organic brand query volume is not included as a variable
• No non-media variable is utilised in this model (i.e., trend and seasonality 

are modeled with a concave curve and sinusoidal function respectively.)
Assumption on the parameters*1

• Hill function (p.46) and geometric adstock (p.49) are assumed for media 
variables (using ”hill_adstock” in Lightweight MMM).

• Use default settings in LightweightMMM for latent unobserved trends and 
seasonality, and for the prior distribution of each parameter.

*1: The tested single layer model refers to Lightweight MMM, which is Google unofficial open source as of Sep 2023.
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https://lightweight-mmm.readthedocs.io/en/latest/models.html
https://lightweight-mmm.readthedocs.io/en/latest/models.html
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3.3. Simulation Study

Considerations on MMM Model Structure 102
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Single-layer model *1 Simulation Data Conmparison

:
:

:
:

Simulation scenario 1
 “click route”

 Simulation scenario 2
 “click route” + “search rule”

True conversion contribution
vs. the model’s estimation

True conversion contribution
vs. the model’s estimation

Assumption on the model structure*1
• As an additive linear structure is assumed in the model, media variables 

are independent each other. (e.g., no dependency between TV/YouTube 
and search ads volume)

• Organic brand query volume is not included as a variable
• No non-media variable is utilised in this model (i.e., trend and seasonality 

are modeled with a concave curve and sinusoidal function respectively.)
Assumption on the parameters*1

• Hill function (p.46) and geometric adstock (p.49) are assumed for media 
variables (using ”hill_adstock” in Lightweight MMM).

• Use default settings in LightweightMMM for latent unobserved trends and 
seasonality, and for the prior distribution of each parameter.

*1: The tested single layer model refers to Lightweight MMM, which is Google unofficial open source as of Sep 2023.
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Scenario 1: Verification of Click Route｜Simulation Results

■ The simulation results of “Click route" are shown below.
■ In scenario 1, the true model structure at the time of simulation data generation matches the model structure of the 

MMM to be applied.
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Scenario 1: Verification of Click Route｜Pattern A. Baseline 95% Simulation Data

The simulation data generation method 
described previously is used to generate the 
true data so that the percentage of the data via 
organic search (= baseline) is 95% of the 
objective variable (total CV).
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Legend
• Display ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 

for programmatic ads in the still-image format without 
retargeting

• Retargeting ads: Amount of ad spend and number of 
CVs for programmatic ads delivered by retargeting in 
still image format

• Other display ads: Amount of ad spend and number 
of CVs for premium ads in still image format

• Search ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 
for search ads. In “Click route", the campaign is 
assumed to be a general word campaign with no 
restrictions on search volume, such as brand words.

• Via organic search: Number of CVs other than via the 
above ads.

• (sim) and (pred) represent simulated data and MMM 
estimates, respectively.

CV Ad Spend(1000 yen) Ad Spend(1000 yen)CV

CV

▼Simulation Data
Ad Spend(1000 yen)

Simulation data
(True data)(left axis)

Ad Spend of each 
media(right axis)
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Scenario 1: Verification of Click Route｜Pattern A. Baseline 95% Analysis Results

Applying the single-layer model resulted in a 
high accuracy of R2 = 0.96 and MAPE = 0.08.
The simulation data for the objective variable 
and each media fell within the 95% credit 
interval of the estimates by MMM.

However, the estimated contribution of each 
media has errors with the simulated data, 
ranging from about 1.3 to 5.2 (2.3 to 6.2 times) 
in terms of MAPE ( Mean Absolute Percentage 
Error).
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Legend
• Display ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 

for programmatic ads in the still-image format without 
retargeting

• Retargeting ads: Amount of ad spend and number of 
CVs for programmatic ads delivered by retargeting in 
still image format

• Other display ads: Amount of ad spend and number 
of CVs for premium ads in still image format

• Search ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 
for search ads. In “Click route", the campaign is 
assumed to be a general word campaign with no 
restrictions on search volume, such as brand words.

• Via organic search: Number of CVs other than via the 
above ads.

• (sim) and (pred) represent simulated data and MMM 
estimates, respectively.

R2 = 0.6795
MAPE = 1.3032

R2 = 0.4770
MAPE = 3.2620

R2 = 0.2400
MAPE = 5.2104

R2 = 0.2764
MAPE = 3.4001

R2 = 0.9628
MAPE = 0.1179

Gap of approx. 
2.3 times*1

Gap of approx. 
4.3 times*1

Gap of approx. 
6.2 times*1

Gap of approx. 
4.4 times*1

*1: MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error) of simulation data and each media estimator 
converted to a multiplier
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Scenario 1: Verification of Click Route｜Pattern B. Baseline 90% Simulation Data

The percentage via natural search (= baseline) 
was then reduced to 90% of the objective 
variable (total CV) to generate the true data.
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Legend
• Display ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 

for programmatic ads in the still-image format without 
retargeting

• Retargeting ads: Amount of ad spend and number of 
CVs for programmatic ads delivered by retargeting in 
still image format

• Other display ads: Amount of ad spend and number 
of CVs for premium ads in still image format

• Search ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 
for search ads. In “Click route", the campaign is 
assumed to be a general word campaign with no 
restrictions on search volume, such as brand words.

• Via organic search: Number of CVs other than via the 
above ads.

• (sim) and (pred) represent simulated data and MMM 
estimates, respectively.

CV Ad Spend(1000 yen) Ad Spend(1000 yen)CV

CV

▼Simulation Data
Ad Spend(1000 yen)

Simulation data
(True data)(left axis)

Ad Spend of each 
media(right axis)
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Scenario 1: Verification of Click Route｜Pattern B. Baseline 90% Analysis Results

Applying the single-layerl model resulted in a 
high accuracy of R2 = 0.96 and MAPE = 
0.078. The simulation data for the objective 
variable and each media fall within the 95% 
credit interval of the estimates from the MMM.

The estimated contribution of each media has 
errors with the simulated data, ranging from 
about 0.5 to 1.9 (1.5 to 2.9 times) in terms of 
MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error). This 
is a smaller error than the simulation of Pattern 
A. Baseline 95%.
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Legend
• Display ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 

for programmatic ads in the still-image format without 
retargeting

• Retargeting ads: Amount of ad spend and number of 
CVs for programmatic ads delivered by retargeting in 
still image format

• Other display ads: Amount of ad spend and number 
of CVs for premium ads in still image format

• Search ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 
for search ads. In “Click route", the campaign is 
assumed to be a general word campaign with no 
restrictions on search volume, such as brand words.

• Via organic search: Number of CVs other than via the 
above ads.

• (sim) and (pred) represent simulated data and MMM 
estimates, respectively.

R2 = 0.6699
MAPE = 0.5416

R2 = 0.4574
MAPE = 1.1753

R2 = 0.2419
MAPE = 1.8513

R2 = 0.7533
MAPE = 1.3743

R2 = 0.9620
MAPE = 0.0925

Gap of approx. 
1.5 times*1

Gap of approx. 
2.2 times*1

Gap of approx. 
2.9 times*1

Gap of approx. 
2.4 times*1

*1: MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error) of simulation data and each media estimator 
converted to a multiplier
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Scenario 1: Verification of Click Route｜Pattern C. Baseline 80% Simulation Data

The percentage via organic search (= 
baseline) was then reduced to 80% of the 
objective variable (total CV) to generate the 
true data.
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Legend
• Display ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 

for programmatic ads in the still-image format without 
retargeting

• Retargeting ads: Amount of ad spend and number of 
CVs for programmatic ads delivered by retargeting in 
still image format

• Other display ads: Amount of ad spend and number 
of CVs for premium ads in still image format

• Search ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 
for search ads. In “Click route", the campaign is 
assumed to be a general word campaign with no 
restrictions on search volume, such as brand words.

• Via organic search: Number of CVs other than via the 
above ads.

• (sim) and (pred) represent simulated data and MMM 
estimates, respectively.

CV Ad Spend(1000 yen) Ad Spend(1000 yen)CV
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▼Simulation Data
Ad Spend(1000 yen)

Simulation data
(True data)(left axis)

Ad Spend of each 
media(right axis)
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Scenario 1: Verification of Click Route｜Pattern C. Baseline 80% Analysis Results

Applying the single-layer model resulted in a 
high accuracy of R2 = 0.95 and MAPE = 0.08.
The objective variable and the simulated data 
for each media other than display ads fall 
within the 95% credible interval of the 
estimated values by MMM.

The error between the estimated contribution 
of each media and the simulated data is 
smaller than Pattern B. Baseline 90%, and is 
about 0.5 to 0.6 (1.5 to 1.6 times) in MAPE ( 
Mean Absolute Percentage Error).
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Legend
• Display ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 

for programmatic ads in the still-image format without 
retargeting

• Retargeting ads: Amount of ad spend and number of 
CVs for programmatic ads delivered by retargeting in 
still image format

• Other display ads: Amount of ad spend and number 
of CVs for premium ads in still image format

• Search ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 
for search ads. In “Click route", the campaign is 
assumed to be a general word campaign with no 
restrictions on search volume, such as brand words.

• Via organic search: Number of CVs other than via the 
above ads.

• (sim) and (pred) represent simulated data and MMM 
estimates, respectively.

R2 = 0.6677
MAPE = 0.5715

R2 = 0.4308
MAPE = 0.4952

R2 = 0.2515
MAPE = 0.6431

R2 = 0.0297
MAPE = 0.4521

R2 = 0.9536
MAPE = 0.1100

Gap of approx. 
1.6 times*1

Gap of approx. 
1.5 times*1

Gap of approx. 
1.6 times*1

Gap of approx. 
1.5 times*1

*1: MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error) of simulation data and each media estimator 
converted to a multiplier
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Scenario 1: Verification of click route｜Pattern D. Baseline 70% Simulation Data

The percentage via organic search (= 
baseline) was then reduced to 70% of the 
objective variable (total CV) to generate the 
true data.
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Legend
• Display ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 

for programmatic ads in the still-image format without 
retargeting

• Retargeting ads: Amount of ad spend and number of 
CVs for programmatic ads delivered by retargeting in 
still image format

• Other display ads: Amount of ad spend and number 
of CVs for premium ads in still image format

• Search ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 
for search ads. In “Click route", the campaign is 
assumed to be a general word campaign with no 
restrictions on search volume, such as brand words.

• Via organic search: Number of CVs other than via the 
above ads.

• (sim) and (pred) represent simulated data and MMM 
estimates, respectively.
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▼Simulation Data
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Simulation data
(True data)(left axis)

Ad Spend of each 
media(right axis)
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Scenario 1: Verification of Click Route｜Pattern D. Baseline 70% Analysis Results

Applying the single-layer model resulted in a 
high accuracy of R2 = 0.93 and MAPE = 0.09.
While the simulation data of the objective 
variable fell within the 95% credibleinterval of 
the estimates by MMM, the simulation data of 
each media did not fall within the 95% credible 
interval.Only display ads captured the trend.
The error between the estimated contribution 
of each media and the simulated data has 
narrowed, with MAPE (Mean Absolute 
Percentage of Error) ranging from 0.5 to 0.6 
(1.5 to 1.6 times).
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Legend
• Display ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 

for programmatic ads in the still-image format without 
retargeting

• Retargeting ads: Amount of ad spend and number of 
CVs for programmatic ads delivered by retargeting in 
still image format

• Other display ads: Amount of ad spend and number 
of CVs for premium ads in still image format

• Search ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 
for search ads. In “Click route", the campaign is 
assumed to be a general word campaign with no 
restrictions on search volume, such as brand words.

• Via organic search: Number of CVs other than via the 
above ads.

• (sim) and (pred) represent simulated data and MMM 
estimates, respectively.

R2 = 0.6312
MAPE = 0.6127

R2 = 0.4284
MAPE = 0.4910

R2 = 0.2851
MAPE = 0.4882

R2 = 0.3264
MAPE = 0.5199

R2 = 0.9251
MAPE = 0.2879

Gap of approx. 
1.6 times*1

Gap of approx. 
1.5 times*1

Gap of approx. 
1.5 times*1

Gap of approx. 
1.5 times*1

*1: MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error) of simulation data and each media estimator 
converted to a multiplier
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Scenario 1: Verification of click route｜Pattern E. Baseline 50% Simulation Data

The percentage via organic search (= 
baseline) was then reduced to 50% of the 
objective variable (total CV) to generate the 
true data.
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Legend
• Display ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 

for programmatic ads in the still-image format without 
retargeting

• Retargeting ads: Amount of ad spend and number of 
CVs for programmatic ads delivered by retargeting in 
still image format

• Other display ads: Amount of ad spend and number 
of CVs for premium ads in still image format

• Search ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 
for search ads. In “Click route", the campaign is 
assumed to be a general word campaign with no 
restrictions on search volume, such as brand words.

• Via organic search: Number of CVs other than via the 
above ads.

• (sim) and (pred) represent simulated data and MMM 
estimates, respectively.
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Scenario 1: Verification of Click Route｜Pattern E. Analysis of 50% Baseline

Applying the single-layer model resulted in a 
high accuracy of R2 = 0.87 and MAPE = 0.11.
While the simulated data of the objective 
variable fell within the 95% credible interval of 
the estimate by MMM, the contribution of each 
media did not fall within the 95% credible 
interval.Only display ads captured the trend.

The error between the estimated contribution 
of each media and the simulated data has 
narrowed to approximately 0.5 to 0.7 (1.5 to 
1.7 times) in terms of MAPE ( Mean Absolute 
Percentage Error).
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Legend
• Display ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 

for programmatic ads in the still-image format without 
retargeting

• Retargeting ads: Amount of ad spend and number of 
CVs for programmatic ads delivered by retargeting in 
still image format

• Other display ads: Amount of ad spend and number 
of CVs for premium ads in still image format

• Search ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs 
for search ads. In “Click route", the campaign is 
assumed to be a general word campaign with no 
restrictions on search volume, such as brand words.

• Via organic search: Number of CVs other than via the 
above ads.

• (sim) and (pred) represent simulated data and MMM 
estimates, respectively.

R2 = 0.6159
MAPE = 0.7030

R2 = 0.4161
MAPE = 0.5820

R2 = 0.2917
MAPE =0.4776

R2 = 0.3097
MAPE = 0.5901

R2 = 0.8452
MAPE = 0.6454

Gap of approx. 
1.7 times*1

Gap of approx. 
1.6 times*1

Gap of approx. 
1.5 times*1

Gap of approx. 
1.6 times*1

*1: MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error) of simulation data and each media estimator 
converted to a multiplier
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Single-layer model *1 Simulation Data Conmparison

:
:

:
:

Simulation scenario 1
 “click route”

 Simulation scenario 2
 “click route” + “search rule”

True conversion contribution
vs. the model’s estimation

True conversion contribution
vs. the model’s estimation

Assumption on the model structure*1
• As an additive linear structure is assumed in the model, media variables 

are independent each other. (e.g., no dependency between TV/YouTube 
and search ads volume)

• Organic brand query volume is not included as a variable
• No non-media variable is utilised in this model (i.e., trend and seasonality 

are modeled with a concave curve and sinusoidal function respectively.)
Assumption on the parameters*1

• Hill function (p.46) and geometric adstock (p.49) are assumed for media 
variables (using ”hill_adstock” in Lightweight MMM).

• Use default settings in LightweightMMM for latent unobserved trends and 
seasonality, and for the prior distribution of each parameter.

*1: The tested single layer model refers to Lightweight MMM, which is Google unofficial open source as of Sep 2023.
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Scenario 2: Verification of Click + Search Route｜Simulation Results

■ The simulation results for the click + search route are shown.
■ In scenario 2, the true model structure at the time of simulation data generation does not match the model structure of 

the MMM to be applied.
− The search route is generated with a two-layer structure, but the model applied is a single-layer model.
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Scenario 2: Verification of click + search route｜Simulation data
Using the simulation data generation method 
for scenario 2 described previously, true data 
was generated so that search route CVs (via 
Search Ads(Brand) + Organic Search) 
accounted for 90% of total CVs.
CVs via search ads (brand) and organic 
search were made to be 50% and 50%.
The amount of TV ads spend was simulated as 
a series of uniform placements depending on 
the percentage of time placements, with a 
smaller variance, and a mountain being 
formed by spot placements.
Display, retargeting, other display, and search 
ads(generic) in the click route were generated 
independently, as in scenario 1.
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Legend
• Display Ads: Amount of ads spend and number of CVs for 

programmatic ads without retargeting in still image format
• Retargeting Ads: Amount of ads spend and number of CVs for 

programmatic ads delivered by retargeting in still image format
• Other Display Ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs for 

premium ads in still image format
• Search Ads(Generic): Value of ads spend and number of CVs for 

category keywords and other general keywords campaigns, 
excluding brand keywords, in search ads.

• Search Ads(Brand): Among search ads, the number of CVs as a 
direct effect of brand keyword campaigns. Excluding CVs as 
indirect effects of TV ads and digital videos.

• via Organic Search: Number of CVs as a direct effect of organic 
search. Excluding contributions as indirect effects from TV ads and 
digital videos.

• TV ads: The amount of TV ads spend and the sum of CVs 
contributed as indirect effects to search ads(brand)  and organic 
search

• Digital video: The amount of digital video ads spend and the sum 
of CVs contributed as indirect effects to search ads(brand) and 
organic search. 

• (sim) indicates simulated data = true data, and (pred) indicates the 
amount estimated by MMM, respectively.
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Scenario 2: Click + Search Route Verification｜Analysis Results

Applying the single-layer model resulted in a 
high accuracy of R2 = 0.88 and MAPE = 0.06.
The simulated data for the objective variable 
did not fall within the 95% credible interval of 
the estimate by MMM because the contribution 
amount of the search route, which accounts for 
90% of the total CVs, was not estimated 
correctly. In particular, the contribution amount 
of TV ads as an indirect effect and the 
contribution amount of search ads(brand) as a 
direct effect were underestimated, resulting in 
an error of about 9.8 times.
In the click route, media other than display ads 
fall within the 95% credible interval, and the 
error is smaller than in the search route.
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Legend
• Display Ads: Amount of ads spend and number of CVs for 

programmatic ads without retargeting in still image format
• Retargeting Ads: Amount of ads spend and number of CVs for 

programmatic ads delivered by retargeting in still image format
• Other Display Ads: Amount of ad spend and number of CVs for 

premium ads in still image format
• Search Ads(Generic): Value of ads spend and number of CVs for 

category keywords and other general keywords campaigns, 
excluding brand keywords, in search ads.

• Search Ads(Brand): Among search ads, the number of CVs as a 
direct effect of brand keyword campaigns. Excluding CVs as 
indirect effects of TV ads and digital videos.

• via Organic Search: Number of CVs as a direct effect of organic 
search. Excluding contributions as indirect effects from TV ads and 
digital videos.

• TV ads: The amount of TV ads spend and the sum of CVs 
contributed as indirect effects to search ads(brand)  and organic 
search

• Digital video: The amount of digital video ads spend and the sum 
of CVs contributed as indirect effects to search ads(brand) and 
organic search. 

• (sim) indicates simulated data = true data, and (pred) indicates the 
amount estimated by MMM, respectively.
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▼Estimated values by MMM

R2 = 0.8603
MAPE = 0.7058

R2 = 0.6458
MAPE = 0.5269

R2 = 0.0.9546
MAPE = 1.0864

R2 = 0.1342
MAPE = 0.8976

R2 = 0.9567
MAPE = 1.9417

R2 = 0.4463
MAPE = 0.8983

*1: MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error) of simulation data and each media estimator converted to a multiplier

R2 = 0.7717
MAPE = 0.1705
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MAPE = 3.5736

Gap of approx. 
3.4 times*1
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Summary of Analysis Results of Simulation Study 117

■ The simulation study found that the single-layer model generally worked for the Scenario 1 (click route), but not for the 
Scenario 2(click + search route).

■ There is a large risk of making an error in estimating the media contribution amount due to an error in the model 
structure hypothesis that applies the single-layer model to a data generation process with a hierarchical structure, such 
as the search route in scenario 2(CVs for search ads(brand) are generated by TV and digital video ads).

■ In addition, the error in the estimated contribution amount may be large when the proportion of the objective variable or 
the variance of the data is extremely small.

Single-layer model *1 Simulation Data Result

*1: The tested single layer model refers to Lightweight MMM, which is Google unofficial open source as of Sep 2023.
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• When the baseline proportion is 80-90%, the true data falls within the 95% credit 
interval of the estimated contribution of each media, as estimated by applying the 
single-layer model.

• However, the estimation accuracy of the estimated contribution of each media 
varies depending on the ratio of the baseline to the total CVs, resulting in a gap of 
approximately 1.5 to 2 times or more.

• On the other hand, there are cases where the estimation accuracy is high in 
cases where there is a sharp variation in the amount of ads spend, such as in the 
case of premium ads.

• Using a model structure hypothesis that differs from the data generation process 
in the MMM results in large errors. For the search route, the errors ranged from 
about 2.9 to 9.8 times larger.The underestimation and gap in TV ads can be 
attributed to the TV media characteristics of time placement (small variance).

• On the other hand, digital video, which has a peak in placement, has a gap of 
approximately 2.9 times, although the true data falls within the 95% credible 
interval.

• The incorrect setup of the model structure and the degree of variance for each 
medium make it difficult to analyze consistently the degree of gap and the causes 
of overestimation and underestimation.

Assumption on the model structure*1
• As an additive linear structure is assumed in the model, 

media variables are independent each other. (e.g., no 
dependency between TV/YouTube and search ads 
volume)

• Organic brand query volume is not included as a 
variable

• No non-media variable is utilised in this model (i.e., 
trend and seasonality are modeled with a concave 
curve and sinusoidal function respectively.)

Assumption on the parameters*1
• Hill function (p.46) and geometric adstock (p.49) are 

assumed for media variables (using ”hill_adstock” in 
Lightweight MMM).

• Use default settings in LightweightMMM for latent 
unobserved trends and seasonality, and for the prior 
distribution of each parameter.

Simulation scenario 1
 “click route”

 Simulation scenario 2
 “click route” + “search rule”

https://lightweight-mmm.readthedocs.io/en/latest/models.html
https://lightweight-mmm.readthedocs.io/en/latest/models.html
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From Simulation Study to Marketing Practice
■ HDY group believes that the single-layer model can be used for MMM in companies that use only 

digital acquisition ads and conduct online sales, because the click route works to estimate the 
amount of contribution. *1

− If the variance of the explanatory variables is small, the error in the estimated contribution amount may be large.
■ However, when branding activities are developed through cognitive ads such as TV and digital video, 

or when offline sales channels are used, applying a single-layer model may results in large errors in 
estimating the contribution amount, so it is very important to consider the model structure.

118

*1: However, there may be cases where a search route exists even if only digital acquisition ads is used, such as when search ads for apps is used, in which 
case the single-layer model may not work. Verification of the existence of sales routes is necessary for each individual business

A. Online type *1 B. Hybrid type *1 C. Offline type *1

Applicable
type of 
industry

Sales 
Channels

Media

Model 
Structure

Type

Online Sales

Digital acquisition ads only

Store sales via distribution
(CVS, DS, GMS, etc.)

Digital acquisition ads +
  TV and other cognitive advertising Digital <TV and distribution measures

Online Sales + In-house Channels
(owned e-commerce site, CC, and store)

Integrated Digital + TV Campaign

Consumer goods 
(beverages, food, daily necessities, etc.)

Home appliances 
(*Sales via mass merchandisers)

Durable goods
 (automobiles, digital appliances, etc.)

Services (telecommunications, insurance, etc.)
Some consumer goods (*Owned media and CDP available)

Ecommerce sites, Apps, 
Digital services

Click route only Mainly search routes, but additional click routes 
and offline routes depending on the media used

Mainly offline routes, but click and search routes 
are added depending on the media used

Additional search routes through TV, digital 
video, and other cognitive advertising

Search 
Ads

Display 
Ads

Business
Results

Video Ads

Display Ads
Search Ads
(Generic)

Search Ads
(Brand)

Business
Results

Video Ads

Search Ads
(Brand)

Business
Results

Display Ads
Search Ads
(Generic)

Business
Results

Video Ads

Display 
Ads

Distribution
Price

others

Brand
Preference

MMM with single-layer model 
can be applied*1

Need to consider appropriate model structure
when conducting MMM

Legend
　　： indicates the direction of causality

Each type is a DAG (acyclic directed graph) and assumes the 
following
•Each element is a set of variables summarized by media 
characteristics, which must be decomposed appropriately when 
conducting MMM.
•It is assumed that there is no time dependence in causality.
•The confounding among unobservables and variables is omitted, 
and its problems are discussed later.
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3.4. Problems with Model Structure and Hints for Solution

Considerations on MMM Model Structure 119
CHAPTER
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A. Online type *1 B. Hybrid type *1

Problems of Model Structure in Marketing Practice

■ As the simulation study shows, a single-layer model cannot handle the search route when it is included. 
Since the search route is a major route in the expansion of online sales through branding and in hybrid 
online/offline sales channels, we would like to explore ways to apply MMM to the search route.

■ Another characteristic of campaign planning that includes the search route is that TV and display ads are 
often implemented at the same time, and the correlation between the explanatory variables is high.

■ These two issues are represented in the causal graph below.

Click Route + Search Route Click + Search + Offline Routes

T

C

Y��

��
S

�� T

C

Y��

��
S

��
��

• Directed arrow lines T→S S→Y, etc. indicate the direction of causality
• The bidirectional arrow line T←-→S T←-→C S←-→S indicates correlations due to unobservable common causes such as simultaneity of campaign implementation or coincident seasonality, for example, when TV and 

display ad flight patterns are identical.
• S and Y may be confounded, and the ratio via search ads may be high for the objective variable

T

C

Y��

��
S

�� T

C

Y��

��
S

��
��

Ideal: Explanatory 
variables are independent

Real: Explanatory variables 
are confounded

120

*1: Although it is necessary to consider the volume of nominated searches with respect to search advertisements, for the sake of simplicity, this section omits 
such consideration.

Ideal: Explanatory 
variables are independent

Real: Explanatory variables 
are confounded

Legend
Y: Objective variable such as online CV and sales
S: Search ads(brand), organic search
C: Click-based ads such as Display ads, search ad 
(generic words), etc.
T: Cognitive advertising such as TV and digital video ads
P: Cognitive index indicating brand selection probability
　　  : Directed arrow indicates the direction of causality
　　  : Two-way sagittal lines indicate correlation due to 
unobserved common causes
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Checkpoints for adequacy of Model Structure (3) Identifiability of Causal Graph*1 and Parameters 121

■ To apply MMM to the expansion of online sales through branding and hybrid online-offline sales 
channels, the solution is to adopt a model structure that satisfies the previously mentioned parameter 
identifiability conditions.

■ In this section, we provide hints to solve the problem regarding the model structure by applying the 
identifiability conditions of the parameters.

Z X Y𝛼

Single door criterion*2

• Z meets single door criterion
• Direct effect 𝛼 from X to Y is identifiable
• The direct effect is given by 𝛼=rYX.Z, 

consistent with the partial regression 
coefficient 𝛼 for Y=𝛼X+𝛽Z+𝜀

X

Z1

Y
𝛼

𝛽

Z2

𝛾

𝛿

Back door criterion*2

• Z2 meets backdoor criterion
• The overall effect 𝛼+𝛽𝛾 from X to Y is 

identifiable
• The overall effect is given by (𝛼+𝛽𝛾)=rYX.Z, 

consistent with the partial regression 
coefficient 𝛼 for y=(𝛼+𝛽𝛾)X+𝛿Z2+𝜀

Front door criterion*2

• Z meets frontdoor criterion
• The overall effect 𝛼𝛽 from X to Y is identifiable
• It is the product of the direct effects 𝛼 and 𝛽, 

given by 𝛼=rYZ.X and 𝛽=rZX, respectively

Identifiability of
causal graph*1 and param

eters

X Z Y𝛼𝛽

U

*1: There is way of casual discovery to infer causal graph with assumption on parameters and functions to describe relation among variables (e.g., IC algorithm, greedy equivalence search (GES), LiNGAM, 
NOTEARS algorithm etc.). The methodologies are out of this guidebook scope. Also, in this section, all graphs are DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph, which is directed and not cyclic graph) for the simplicity. *2: Judea 
Pearl “CAUSALITY MODELS, REASONING, AND INFERENCE”(2009)

Legend
Y: Objective variable
X: Cause of interest for the objective variable
Z: Factors other than X that are assumed to be causally 
related
U: Unobserved variable
          : indicates the direction of causality
          : indicates the confounding among variables
rAB.C: Partial regression coefficient of B when A is multiple 
regressed on B and C
rAB:  Regression coefficient of A in a simple regression of A 
with B
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d-Separation Criterion

A path p is said to be d-separated(or blocked) by a set of nodes Z if 
and only if:

1. p contains a chain i→m→j or a fork j←m→j such that the 
middle node m is in Z; or

2. p contains an inverted fork(or collider) i→m←j such that 
the middle node m is not in Z and such that no descendent 
of m is in Z.

A set Z is said to d-separated X from Y if and only if Z blocks every 
path from a node in X to a node in Y.

Identification of Direct Effects by Applying the Single Door Criterion 122

■ The single-door criterion shows how to estimate the direct effect of a variable set Z on the 
causal relationship of the explanatory variable X → objective variable Y, when the variable set 
Z has an indirect effect on X. Note that Z can be the empty set 𝜙, and the simple relationship 
X→Y is considered a special case where Z is the empty set φ.

■ If the variable set Z satisfies the single door criterion and the d-separation criterion, the direct 
effect α of X→Y is given by the regression coefficient 𝛼=rXY.Z, which is consistent with the 
partial regression coefficient 𝛼 for Y=𝛼X+𝛽Z+𝜀.

Z X Y𝛼

G

At X→Y in graph G, we can decompose it into the 
regression coefficient rYX=𝛼+𝛪YX.
The path between X and Y passes through Z, but Z is 
not a collider and may have some effect on Y, 𝛪YX≠0.

In the subgraph G𝛼, excluding the direct effect α that 
we want to identify, the path between X and Y runs 
through Z. Since Z satisfies the single door criterion, 
adjusting by Z gives 𝛪YX=0 for rYX=𝛼+𝛪YX.
The regression coefficient for X→Y is thus given by 
rYX.Z=𝛼+𝛪YX.Z. This 𝛼 is consistent with the partial 
regression coefficient of Xin the following regression 
equation.
  Y = 𝛼X + 𝛽Z+𝜀

Z X Y

G𝛼

Remove 𝛼

Single-Door Criterion

Let G be any path diagram in which α is the path coefficient 
associated with link X→Y, and let G𝛼 denote the diagram that 
results when X→Y is deleted from G. The coefficient 𝛼 is 
identifiable if there exists a set of variables Z such  that: 

● Any element of Z is not a descendant of Y.
● In G𝛼, Z d-separates X and Y.

If Z satisfies there two conditions, then 𝛼 is equal to the regression 
coefficient rYX.Z

Single door satisfying 
d-Separation Criterion 1

*:For identifiability conditions, refer to Judea Pearl "CAUSALITY 
MODELS, REASONING, AND INFERENCE" (2009).

Legend
Y: Objective variable
X: Cause of interest for the objective variable
Z: Factors other than X that are assumed to be causally 
related
U: Unobserved variable
          : indicates the direction of causality
          : indicates the confounding among variables
rAB.C : Partial regression coefficient of B when A is multiple 
regressed on B and C
rAB : Regression coefficient of A in a simple regression of 
A with B
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Z

Identification of Direct Effects by Applying the Back Door Criterion 123

■ Causal relationships, called backdoors, tend to creep into complex model structures, making 
the estimation of causal effects difficult. The method for finding these backdoors is the 
backdoor criterion.

■ In the causal graph G, Z is a backdoor for X. Even in this case, by adjusting Z, the partial 
regression coefficient 𝛼 for Y=𝛼X+𝛽Z+𝜀 matches the direct effect of X→Y 𝛼=rXY.Z

At X→Y in graph G, we can decompose it into the 
regression coefficient rYX=𝛼+𝛪YX.
The path between X and Y runs through Z, but Z is 
not a confluence. Therefore, Z has an effect on X and 
Y, and 𝛪YX≠0.

In the subgraph Gx, where all arrow lines coming 
from X are removed from the graph G, there exist 
X←Z→Y and X←-→Z→Y, which are backdoor paths 
of X. By adjusting Z, 𝛪YX=0 at rYX=𝛼+𝛪YX.
The regression coefficient for X→Y is thus given by 
rYX.Z=𝛼+𝛪YX.Z. This 𝛼 is consistent with the partial 
regression coefficient of X in the following regression 
equation.
  Y = 𝛼X + 𝛽Z+𝜀

G

X Y
𝛼

Z

Gx

X YRemove all arrow 
lines coming from X

d-Separation Criterion

A path p is said to be d-separated(or blocked) by a set of nodes Z if 
and only if:

1. p contains a chain i→m→j or a fork j←m→j such that the 
middle node m is in Z; or

2. p contains an inverted fork(or collider) i→m←j such that 
the middle node m is not in Z and such that no descendent 
of m is in Z.

A set Z is said to d-separated X from Y if and only if Z blocks every 
path from a node in X to a node in Y.

Back-Door Criterion

For any two variables X and Y in a causal diagram G, the total 
effect of X on Y is identifiable if there exists a set of measurements 
Z such that:

● No member of Z is a descendant of X; and
● Z d-separates X from Y in the subgraph Gx formed by 

deleting from G all arrows emanating from X

Moreover, if the two conditions are satisfied, then the total effect of 
X on Y is given by rYX.Z

*:For identifiability conditions, refer to Judea Pearl "CAUSALITY 
MODELS, REASONING, AND INFERENCE" (2009).

Back door satisfying 
d-Separation Criterion 1

Legend
Y: Objective variable
X: Cause of interest for the objective variable
Z: Factors other than X that are assumed to be causally 
related
U: Unobserved variable
          : indicates the direction of causality
          : indicates the confounding among variables
rAB.C : Partial regression coefficient of B when A is multiple 
regressed on B and C
rAB : Regression coefficient of A in a simple regression of 
A with B
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Identification of Direct Effects by Applying the Front Door Criterion 124

■ The front door criterion is effective for the causal relationship of explanatory variable X→objective variable Y 
when the unobserved variable is the common cause causing the correlation between X and Y.

■ Finding a variable Z that satisfies the front door criterion between X→Y and estimating the direct effects of 
Z→Y and X→Z gives the direct effect 𝛼𝛽 of X→Y.

− The direct effect 𝛼 of Z→Y is given by the regression coefficient 𝛼=rYZ.X, which is consistent with the partial regression coefficient 𝛼 of 
Y=𝛼Z+𝛽'X+𝜀.

− The direct effect 𝛽 of X→Z is given by the regression coefficient 𝛼=rZX, consistent with the partial regression coefficient 𝛽 of Z=𝛽X+𝜀.

G

At X→Y in graph G, we can decompose it into the 
regression coefficient rYX=𝛼+𝛪YX.
The path between X and Y passes through the 
unobserved variable U, but since U is not a collider, it 
does not satisfy the d-Separation Criterion, so it may 
have some influence and 𝛪YX≠0.

If there is a variable Z that satisfies the front door 
criterion in the X→Y path, then the overall effect 𝛼𝛽 
from X→Y can be identified by using Z.
The overall effect 𝛼𝛽 is the product of the direct 
effects 𝛼 and 𝛽,
given by 𝛼=rYZ.X and 𝛽=rZX.

X Y

U

X Z Y𝛼𝛽

U

H

d-Separation Criterion

A path p is said to be d-separated(or blocked) by a set of nodes Z if 
and only if:

1. p contains a chain i→m→j or a fork j←m→j such that the 
middle node m is in Z, or

2. p contains an inverted fork(or collider) i→m←j such that 
the middle node m is not in Z and such that no descendent 
of m is in Z.

A set Z is said to d-separated X from Y if and only if Z blocks every 
path from a node in X to a node in Y.

Front-Door Criterion

A set of variables Z is said to satisfy the front-door criterion relative 
to an ordered pair of variables (X,Y) if:

Z intercepts all directed paths from X to Y;

There is no unblocked backdoor path from X to Z; and 

All back-door paths from Z to Y are blocked by X.
Front door satisfying 

d-Separation Criterion 1

*:For identifiability conditions, refer to Judea Pearl "CAUSALITY 
MODELS, REASONING, AND INFERENCE" (2009).

Legend
Y: Objective variable
X: Cause of interest for the objective variable
Z: Factors other than X that are assumed to be causally 
related
U: Unobserved variable
          : indicates the direction of causality
          : indicates the confounding among variables
rAB.C : Partial regression coefficient of B when A is multiple 
regressed on B and C
rAB : Regression coefficient of A in a simple regression of 
A with B
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Identification of total effect (if direct effect cannot be identified) 125

■ If a variable that does not meet the d-Separation criterion is related to the effect you wish to 
identify, you may not be able to identify the direct effect. In such cases, it is necessary to 
consider whether the effect can be identified as an overall effect.

■ In Graph G below, Z1 cannot satisfy the d-Separation Criterion 2 when adjusted and the 
d-Separation Criterion 1 when not adjusted, so the X→Y effect can only be identified as the 
overall effect 𝛼+𝛽𝛾.

𝛼𝛽𝛾𝛿𝜀𝜌𝜎𝜒𝜓𝜔𝛪∀∈∉ ∧∏∑

At X→Y in graph G, we can decompose it into the 
regression coefficient rYX=𝛼+𝛪YX.
Since the paths between X and Y pass through Z1 and Z2, 
and since none of them are colliders, they are not directed 
separable and 𝛪YX≠0.

In the partial graph G𝛼 with the X→Y arrow line removed, 
the path Z1 between X and Y opens the path X→Z1←-→Y 
(Z1 is the collider) when adjusted from the d-Separation 
Criterion 1 and X→Z1→Y (the chain path) when not 
adjusted from the d-Separation Criterion 2. Therefore, it 
cannot be identified.

So we further consider a subgraph Gx with all arrow lines 
coming out from X removed.
In this case, there exist X←Z2→Y and X←-→Z2→Y as 
backdoor paths of X. If Z2 is adjusted, Z2 satisfies the 
d-Separation Criterion 1.

G

X

Z1

Y
𝛼

𝛽

Z2

𝛾

G𝛼 GX

X

Z1

Y

Z2

𝛾

X

Z1

Y

𝛽

Z2

𝛾

Back door satisfying 
d-Separation Criterion 1

Cannot be identified because 
both d-Separation Criterion 1 

and 2 are not satisfied.

𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛾 cannot be 
identified, but the total effect 
(𝛼+𝛽𝛾) can

d-Separation Criterion

A path p is said to be d-separated(or blocked) by a set of nodes Z if and only if:

1. p contains a chain i→m→j or a fork j←m→j such that the middle node m is in Z, or
2. p contains an inverted fork(or collider) i→m←j such that the middle node m is not in Z and such that no descendent of m is in Z.

A set Z is said to d-separated X from Y if and only if Z blocks every path from a node in X to a node in Y.

*:For identifiability conditions, refer to Judea Pearl "CAUSALITY MODELS, REASONING, AND INFERENCE" (2009).

Back-Door Criterion

For any two variables X and Y in a causal diagram G, the total effect of X on Y is 
identifiable if there exists a set of measurements Z such that:

● No member of Z is a descendant of X; and
● Z d-separates X from Y in the subgraph Gx formed by deleting from G all arrows 

emanating from X

Remove all arrow 
lines coming from XRemove 𝛼

Legend
Y: Objective variable
X: Cause of interest for the objective variable
Z: Factors other than X that are assumed to be causally related
U: Unobserved variable
          : indicates the direction of causality
          : indicates the confounding among variables
rAB.C : Partial regression coefficient of B when A is multiple 
regressed on B and C
rAB : Regression coefficient of A in a simple regression of A with B
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As a characteristic of campaign planning, 
TV and display ads are often 
implemented at the same time, and the 
correlation between explanatory 
variables is almost always high.

G𝛼 G𝛽 G𝛾

T

C

Y
𝛽

S

𝛾 T

C

Y
𝛼

S

𝛾 T

C

Y
𝛼

𝛽
S

T

C

Y
𝛼

𝛽

G

S

𝛾

Difficulties in Identifying Search Routes 126

■ In the online-type model structure, identifiability can be determined in accordance with the 
identifiability condition*1.

■ It is identifiable for the direct effect 𝛼 of S→Y and the direct effect 𝛽 of C→Y. In other words, it can be 
said that modeling is possible for the click route. *2

■ The direct effect 𝛾 of T→S is difficult to identify due to correlation caused by unobservable common 
causes such as simultaneity of campaign implementation and common periodicity. This is the 
difficulty in modeling search routes.

To identify the direct effect 𝛼 of S→Y, 
consider the subgraph G𝛼. since the 
paths S and Y are effectively separated 
by C, the direct effect 𝛼 is given by 𝛼=rYS.C 
and is identifiable.

To identify the direct effect 𝛽 of C→Y, 
consider the subgraph G𝛽. since the 
paths S and Y are effectively separated 
by S, the direct effect 𝛽 is given by 𝛽=rYC.S 
and is identifiable.

To identify the direct effect 𝛾 of T → S, 
consider the subgraph G𝛾. There are two 
paths between T and S, T←-→ S and 
T←-→ C←-→ S, which cannot be 
blocked by adjusting T and cannot be 
identified. 

Remove 𝛽

Remove 𝛼
Remove 𝛾

*1:For identifiability conditions, refer to Judea Pearl "CAUSALITY MODELS, REASONING, AND INFERENCE" (2009).
*2:Although S and Y may be confounded (i.e., the ratio of CVs via search ads to the objective variable may be high), they are omitted here for the sake of simplicity.

Legend
Y: Objective variable such as online CV and sales
S: Search ads(brand), organic search
C: Click-based ads such as Display ads, search ad 
(generic words), etc.
T: Cognitive advertising such as TV and digital video ads
P: Cognitive index indicating brand selection probability
　　  : Directed arrow indicates the direction of causality
　　  : Two-way sagittal lines indicate correlation due to 
unobserved common causes
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G𝛼 G𝛽
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𝛽
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How to deal with Search Route Parameter Identification a. Identification by Intervention 127

■ As mentioned earlier, the direct effect 𝛾 of T→S was difficult to identify.
■ Considering the estimation of the amount of contribution to Y(= business results) via the search route 

by T(= cognitive ads) here, we would like to eliminate the correlation with C(= click-type ads). 
Therefore, if we intervene in C(=click-type ads) and eliminate the correlation with T(=cognitive ads), 
we may at least be able to identify the overall effect 𝛼𝛾 of T→S→Y. *2

■ By intentionally implementing both marketing trial and MMM in this way, the number of patterns of 
verifiable data will increase, and the possibility of identifying specific effects will increase.

Intervene in C to avoid confounding 
between C and S, and between C and T.
This at least allows us to identify the 
overall effect 𝛼𝛾 of T→S→Y and the direct 
effect 𝛽 of C→Y.
given by 𝛼𝛾=rYT.C and 𝛽=rYC.T, 
respectively.

Remove 𝛽

Remove 𝛼

G𝛿

T

C

Y
𝛼

𝛽
S

𝛾

Intervene to be 
independent 
from T and S.

To identify the direct effect 𝛼 of S→Y, 
consider the subgraph G𝛼. since the 
paths S and Y are effectively separated 
by C, the direct effect 𝛼 is given by 
𝛼=rYS.C and is identifiable.

To identify the direct effect 𝛽 of C→Y, 
consider the subgraph G𝛽; since the 
paths S and Y are effectively separated 
by S, the direct effect 𝛽 is given by 
𝛽=rYC.S and is identifiable.

*1:For identifiability conditions, refer to Judea Pearl "CAUSALITY MODELS, REASONING, AND INFERENCE" (2009).
*2:Although S and Y may be confounded (i.e., the ratio of CVs via search ads to the objective variable may be high), they are omitted here for the sake of simplicity.

Legend
Y: Objective variable such as online CV and sales
S: Search ads(brand), organic search
C: Click-based ads such as Display ads, search ad 
(generic words), etc.
T: Cognitive advertising such as TV and digital video ads
P: Cognitive index indicating brand selection probability
　　  : Directed arrow indicates the direction of causality
　　  : Two-way sagittal lines indicate correlation due to 
unobserved common causes
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Front-Door Criterion *1

A set of variables Z is said to satisfy the 
front-door criterion relative to an ordered pair 
of variables (X,Y) if:

Z intercepts all directed paths from X to Y;

There is no unblocked backdoor path from X 
to Z; and 

All back-door paths from Z to Y are blocked by 
X.

To identify the direct effect 𝛾 of T → S, 
consider the subgraph G𝛾; the paths of T 
and S are correlated by an unobserved 
common cause, so we cannot identify the 
direct effect 𝛾.

G𝛾G
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■ Another method is to add a variable Z that satisfies the front door criterion between T→S. 
Variable Z is a candidate for adoption of cognitive indicators such as pure brand recall. *2

T

C

Y
𝛼

𝛽
S

𝛾

T

C

Y
𝛼

𝛽
S

T

C

Y
𝛼

𝛽
S

𝛾1

H

Z
𝛾2

We identify the overall effect 𝛾1𝛾2 by 
adding a variable Z to the path T→S that 
satisfies the front door criterion.
Z blocks T→S, there is no backdoor from 
T→Z, and the backdoor from Z→S is 
blocked by T.

Remove 𝛾

X Z Y����

U

*1:For identifiability conditions, refer to Judea Pearl "CAUSALITY MODELS, REASONING, AND INFERENCE" (2009).
*2:Although S and Y may be confounded (i.e., the ratio of CVs via search ads to the objective variable may be high), they are omitted here for the sake of simplicity.

Legend
Y: Objective variable such as online CV and sales
S: Search ads(brand), organic search
C: Click-based ads such as Display ads, search ad 
(generic words), etc.
T: Cognitive advertising such as TV and digital video ads
P: Cognitive index indicating brand selection probability
　　  : Directed arrow indicates the direction of causality
　　  : Two-way sagittal lines indicate correlation due to 
unobserved common causes
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H
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■ If Z satisfying the front door criterion can be added to the T→S path, then 𝛾1 and 𝛾2 become 
identifiable.

■ Apply the identifiability condition to each of 𝛾1 and 𝛾2 and calculate 𝛾1 and 𝛾2. The product, 
𝛾1𝛾2, is the overall effect of T→S in graph H.

T

C

Y
𝛼

𝛽
S

𝛾1

Z
𝛾2

To identify the overall effect 𝛾1𝛾2 of T→S, 
consider a graph H with an additional variable Z 
that satisfies the front door criterion.

H𝛾1

Identify the direct effect 𝛾1 of T→Z.
Removing 𝛾1, we can identify the direct effect 𝛾1 
given by 𝛾1=rZT, since all paths between T and Z 
can be directly separated by the collider Y.

T

C

Y
𝛼

𝛽
SZ

𝛾2

H𝛾2

T

C

Y
𝛼

𝛽
S

𝛾1

Z

Identify the direct effect 𝛾2 of Z → S.
Removing 𝛾2, the paths between Z and S can 
be directed separated by adjusting T, so the 
direct effect 𝛾2 is given by 𝛾2=rSZ.T and can be 
identified. 

Remove 𝛾1 Remove 
𝛾2

*1:For identifiability conditions, refer to Judea Pearl "CAUSALITY MODELS, REASONING, AND INFERENCE" (2009).
*2:Although S and Y may be confounded (i.e., the ratio of CVs via search ads to the objective variable may be high), they are omitted here for the sake of simplicity.

Legend
Y: Objective variable such as online CV and sales
S: Search ads(brand), organic search
C: Click-based ads such as Display ads, search ad 
(generic words), etc.
T: Cognitive advertising such as TV and digital video ads
P: Cognitive index indicating brand selection probability
　　  : Directed arrow indicates the direction of causality
　　  : Two-way sagittal lines indicate correlation due to 
unobserved common causes
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Benefits of Using Parameter Identifiability Conditions 130

■ The use of the parameter's identifiability condition in this way expands the possibility of 
identifying the causal effect of the variable of interest, either as a direct effect or as an overall 
effect.

■ It also demonstrates that even when there are unobserved variables for which a causal 
relationship is assumed but have not been measured or are unavailable, it is possible to 
identify specific causal effects by adjusting the appropriate variables that satisfy the 
identifiability condition.

Real: Explanatory 
variables are confounded

a. Identification by 
Intervention

b. Identification by 
Front Door

T

C

Y
𝛼

𝛽
S

𝛾 T

C

Y
𝛼

𝛽
S

𝛾

Intervene to be 
independent 
from T and S.

Observe and add 
intermediate 
variables that satisfy 
the front door 
criteria

T

C

Y
𝛼

𝛽
S

𝛾1

Z
𝛾2

As a characteristic of campaign planning, TV ads and 
display ads are often implemented at the same time, 
and the correlation between explanatory variables is 
almost always high.

*1:For identifiability conditions, refer to Judea Pearl "CAUSALITY MODELS, REASONING, AND INFERENCE" (2009).
*2:Although S and Y may be confounded (i.e., the ratio of CVs via search ads to the objective variable may be high), they are omitted here for the sake of simplicity.

Legend
Y: Objective variable such as online CV and sales
S: Search ads(brand), organic search
C: Click-based ads such as Display ads, search ad 
(generic words), etc.
T: Cognitive advertising such as TV and digital video ads
P: Cognitive index indicating brand selection probability
　　  : Directed arrow indicates the direction of causality
　　  : Two-way sagittal lines indicate correlation due to 
unobserved common causes
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Examples of Intentional Trial and Error Methods
• Establish a stand-alone media placement 

period for the media you wish to identify.
• Conversely, establish a period of time when 

you do not place the media you wish to 
identify.

• Establish mutually different flight patterns for 
the media you wish to identify and shift the 
timing

• Measure intermediate variables to satisfy the 
front door criterion and use them for validation

More Constructive Model Structure Creation Process

■ In practice, it is stated that the appropriate model structure is determined by conducting hypothesis building and 
analysis work from the three perspectives and going back and forth between the steps, but to solve the model structure 
problem, intervention in the media and marketing plan in the first place should also be considered.

■ In order to properly estimate the effect of a particular media/marketing plan, intervening in the appropriate elements in 
accordance with the parameter identifiability condition, increasing the pattern of observed data, and other trial-and-error 
procedures will increase the accuracy and expand the possibilities of MMM-based effectiveness verification.

(1) Hypothesis based on 
domain knowledge

Marketing Theory and Research Results

(2) Examination of model 
representativeness

Measurement data, Survey data, 
Open data, etc.

(3) Model Fit Checking
9 points in the model validation step are 

checked.More constructive 
model structure 
creation process

131

(4) Intentional trial and error
Consider interventions to be able to 

estimate the effect you want to identify
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This section presents Hakuhodo DY Group's MMM capabilities.
The content in this section is proprietary to Hakuhodo DY Group.

3.5. Hakuhodo DY Group MMM Solutions

Considerations on MMM Model Structure 132
CHAPTER

3
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Hakuhodo DY Group MMM Solutions 133

HDY group provides Analytics AaaS which visualizes, diagnoses, 
predicts and prescribes marketing activities through MMM.

Quantify the business contribution of each media and 
marketing activity, and prescribe KPI forecasts and budget 

allocation necessary to achieve the business goals

Visualisation of media operation and marketing activities 
including estimation of integrated reach of TV and digital media

Marketing Mix Modeling:
Diagnostics, prediction and prescription of 

marketing activities
Monitoring:

Visualisation of marketing activities
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Analytics AaaS Features 134

1.

3.

A wide variety of mathematical models in marketing 
science can be used to address influencing factors 
and causal relationships that vary depending on the 
characteristics of the product or service and the 
position of the product.

2.

Various mathematical 
models corresponding to 
product characteristics

PDCA and consulting by marketers and media 
planners using MMM model-driven media 
operations dashboard

Marketer / Media Planner
×

Data Scientist

Automation of
operational flow

We minimize your time and effort by automating 
all data preparation, cleansing, and importing to 
the greatest extent possible.
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Awareness Interest Consideration Purchase Loyalty

Model Structure Supported by Analytics AaaS 135

Analytics AaaS can apply all three model structure types:
online, hybrid, and offline type.

TV
Search

Promotion

Pure
Brand Recall Website Visit

Offline Store 
Visit

Purchase

OOH / Newspaper /
Magazine / Radio

Digital
Display Ads

SNS

Brand 
Preference

Digital Video Loyalty

User Experience
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Model Structure Supported by Analytics AaaS for CPG 136

In particular, consumer goods such as beverages, food, and daily necessities, as 
well as home appliances.

Analytics AaaS for CPG is available for offline model structures.

TV

Promotion Offline Store 
Visit

Purchase

OOH / Newspaper / 
Magazine / Radio

Brand 
Preference

Digital Video Loyalty

User Experience

Delivery Rate

×

Awareness Interest Consideration Purchase Loyalty
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Analytics AaaS Supported Industries 137

Analyics AaaS provides MMM that apply a model structure appropriate 
to the purchasing behavior of consumers for each product or service.

“Reasons to 
buy”

“Preference 
to buy”

Planned purchasing
 products

Example:
●Automotive
●Insurance
●Financial services (credit card)
●Mail order services

Non-planned purchasing
 products

Example:
●Daily necessities
●Beverages/beers
●Foods 

Hierarchical Bayesian models and state space models

Brand preference probability model

Number of purchases

Number of store visits

Search query volume/
number of visits in the website etc.

• TV ads
• Digital video
• Digital display
• Direct mails etc.

• Marketing events
• Weather
• Macro economic factors

Total number of people in 
demand for the category

Brand preference ratio

×

• Marketing events
• Weather
• Macro economic factors

• Ad recall rate
• Ad reach
• Campaign type
• Stock availability

Number of purchases
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Analytics AaaS Dashboard Sample 138
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Thank you for reviewing the "Marketing Mix Modeling Guidebook."

While MMM is a globally recognized effective model, it requires a correct 
understanding for utilization.

There is a risk of making wrong decisions regarding advertising investments if 
there is a lack of understanding the model or if compatibility with your own 

business is not considered.

When you need any help of MMM, please contact Hakuhodo DY Media Partners.

Contact information 139

Contact information
Hakuhodo DY Media Partners Public Relations Office Yamasaki, Toda 

Mail：mp.webmaster@hakuhodody-media.co.jp
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End of the guidebook

140
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